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is secured.
Car fare paid.
No vacaSend for free illustrated
catalogue.
Mention this paper.

Cheap board.

Draughon'sG
Practical 7c

When In need of

Nashville, Tenn"
~ Texarkana, Tex,

Penmanship,
Shorthand,
Trpewrltlng,
Telegraphy,
etc. The most thorough,
III the world, and tne hest patroniud
ones in the South.
Indorsed by bankershmerchants,
ministers, and others. Four weeks in bookkeeping with us are equal
to twelve week. byt e old plan. Their President is author of" Draughon's New System of Bookkeep in~ •.' which cannot be taught in any other school.
given to any college If we cannot show more written applications for bookkeepers and
,
stenographers,
received in the past twelve "fonths, than any other five Business Colleges
in the South, all "comhined," can show to bave received in the past five years. We expend more
money in the interest of our Employment Department than any other Bus. College in Tenn. takes in as
tuition. S50Q.OO-Amount
we have deposited in bank as a guarantee that we have in the past fulfilled, and will III the future fulfi!l, our guarantee
contracts.
HOME STUDV.-We
have prepared,
especially for home study, books on Bookkeeping, Shorthand and Penmanship.
Write for price list.
PROF. DRAUGHON-I now have a posItion as ilookkeeper and stenographer
for the Southern
Grocery Company, of this place: salary, 875.00 per month.
~ owe it all to your books on bookkeeping
and shorthand prepared for home study.-Irl Armstrong, Pme Blu./!, Ark.

FURNIT1TRE, CARPETS,
MATTINGS, STOVES,
H01TSEHOLD GOODS,

Bookkeeping,

practical and progressive schools of the kind

$ 00 00

..__ ......................••...........................••.....................................

WAhfHR 8. BUlhHR,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in
..........•.••....................

LANE & WHITE,
;'

,

113oohs,
Sattioner~,
Tillman & Gampbell,
Brtist mate:::
rials, jfanac Bttorne~s Bt 1aw,
~ (5oobs.
John P. Tillman.

Office Chalifonx

BIg. BIRMINGHAM.

t<;€RR

frinters'
Supplies, raper
Bags and \vrapping faper.
rrinter and ficture frame
~aker.
•

-

]:)£1'C$[~CRY
Pe"iodicals and Books of all the
Publisher~ of the brotherhood.
American
Bible
Society.
Waterman's FountainPe~.
Bibles at cost to everybody.
Bibles at half cost to any Sunday
S. in Dallas Co. Ala., making application.
lOOt! Broad St., SELMA, ALA.
J.

L. J. Haley,

Drry Goods,

Dress Goods, etc.

2029, 2nd Ave.,

BIRMINGHAM,

ALA.

Holds a Diploma, of the highest
grade. from the "Southern
Normal.
Musical Institute."
Is associate author of "Revival Choir,"
"Showelter's Men's guartette and Chorus Book," and' Revival Choir No.
2." Will make engagements in any
part of the country to conduct music for revival meetin!!:s and Normal
Musical Institutes.
Terms reasonable. Correspondenc solicited. Address. Prof. J. D. PATTON,
GA.

E. GLUCK,

J <z~eJpy.

-= -Ri:ry~

Alabama.

Cash or Easy Payments.
2115-2119 Second Ave., bet. 21st. &
22nd. Sts.,
Birmingham,
Ala.

.$ I A

BIR~llNGHAl\1,

ALA.

Is the price of
.aneat, ~tylish
• Spl'ing Suit,

~

in all the new shades, of brown and green
mixtures.
R. A. WILSON,
19031/2 Second Ave. Birmingham, Ala.

--------

-

Ii· 1'.

jVlortoI'),

Superior - Quality - Photograp~,
PIl'ture Framing and Artists'
l\1aterials,
2008 FIRST AVE., BIRMINGHAM,ALA.

H. C. ABBOTT & BRO.,

J e~e]e:rs.

hAWYRR8,

WEDDING

PRESENTS,

121 20th St.,

Birmingham,

Ala.

LACE CURTAINS, ROLLER
TOP
DESKS,
STOVES,
CLOCKS, REFRIGERA TORS, BED ROO:\I Sll ITS,
Dining Room Furniture. Rel;airin!!, etc. ct!'. 2111 Second Ave.

Ftlrniturc

i1.

w.

w.

~RIGG,

l3irrnirygharn,

lGl'"

G.

Sprring Novelties in HaTS,

2016 Second Ave, Birmingham.

Call your attention

ttl

their

(f

R. W.
Ala.

I., the place to buy all kinds of Books,
fine stationery, etc. Special bargains
in Second Hand Books, CyclO~a'c1ias,
,lPd Bibles. E~'eJ:vt/zillgFirst-class, bllt

~be

Ala'

Choice

Lot

2010 Fitlst ave. BIRMINGHAM,AltA.

ChlaiJ.

J..~. ~atton,
Music IDirector,

Birmingham,

SealS' Building.
210i First Avenue,

tiAL€Y,

W~bb'8 Book 8tore,

E. WILSON.

DALTON,

al)(i

Peter Zinzeio's

Mammoth Furniture House

E. K. Campbell

R. H. Kerr.

"'oEl

Call At

WATKINS,

2312 8th Ave.,

Birmingham,

Ala.

Do you want tine Chickens?
If
1;0, oroer
,our EGGS of me.
Thorougbred
Golden Wyan
dpttes and Buff Leghorns.
$1..50 par Setting of 78 Eggs.

F.

morris

jffne Sboes.

botel.

202~ First Ave.,

When in the city, stop at the
Morris,' Corner :First Avenue
and Nineteenth Street.
BIRMINGHAM,
ALA.

JSmpire

=

1aunbr~

<to.,

DEALER

Birmingham,

Ala.

Birmingham,

Ala.

IN

Carpets, IVatt;ngs, Oil
Cloths, Curtains, Rugs,
SHADES, FURNITURE, BEDDING.
Art Goods of All Kinds at Low Prices.
Il3

1819 Second St.,

C. KING,

and

lIS 19th St,
Birmingham,
Bet. 1st and 2nd Avenues.

Ala.
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Nashville,

TOPICS HERE AND THERE.
Mrs. Harry Harsh.
We believe history will chronicle
the negotiations of the treaty of arbitration, as the most important event
of Mr. Cleveland's administration.
It
is gratifying to note the hearty indorsement which President McKinley
has given this notable achievement, in
his inaugural address.
While we
acknowledge the principle to be right,
American interests must be zealously
guarded, and American rights firmly
maintained.
Cbristian people everywhere sbould unite prayers and infiuenCf: to further tbe grE~atprinciple
of peace. The mothers, the wives, the
homes of our land, have the deepest
interest in the substitution of law for
war. It is a work for the Prince of
Peace; our religion is one of peace and
goodwill toward men. Mothers, "As
we train the youth of to-day, the man
of to-morrow will act," We must
teach our boys that it is more patriotic
to live for our country than it is to die
for it. Let us then aid by all means
in our power the consummation of
this greatest act of Christian civilization, and hasten the glad day, when
nations shall war no. more, when
swords shall be beaten into plowshares, and spears into pruning hooks.
Let us array ourselves against oppression everywhere, and every form of
"/nan's inhumanity to man,"
We deem it a privilege to speak
here, of the great service done our
country by that matchless woman,
Clara Barton; whose honor has been
won through years of toil and suffering. Many great national calamities
have been relieved by the Red Cross
workers. Human brotherhood is their
creed, the law of love their principle.
In the millennial day, when peace hu
conquered war, and its standard fioats
out from the shining battlements, the
Red Cross workers will be in the van.
The National Congress. of Mothers,
which recently convened in Washington, was one of the most notable conventions ever held. We hope this will
be followed by others still more practical, and will result in the "better and
broader, moral, physical and mental
training of children,"
Child culture
was the subject before the convention.
It included discussions of "The Mother
and Child of the Primitive World,"
"Heredity," "Day Nurseries," "Mothers and Schools," "The Value of Music
in the Development of Character,"
"lil.e&din,Cour•• for Mother.," "What.

in all the South and throughout

the World.

Tennessee, April 16, 1897.

the Kindergarten does for Mothers,"
"The Child's Spiritual Needs," etc.
There can be no doubt, that the subjects for discussion were excellent,
but what we need, is not so mucb
new theories, but that men and
women should become better as individuals. The call is for the true new
woman and new man in Christ Jesus.
The "Seven Rules of Harmony" adopted by the Congress, show that lessons.
of peace must be taught by harmony
at the hearth. Build the home, dear
friends, so that it will always face the
li'ather's house. The reception gIVen
by Mrs. Grover Cleveland, to the delegates of the Mother's Congress, added
still further to the gracious impression this true woman has made upon
her countryman.
Mrs. Cleveland bas
ever -stood for reform and progress,
she belongs to that chosen coterie who
are seeking to usher in a better day,
maintaining constantly, those unassuming domestic graces, that are the
highest adornment of American Motherhood.
It is the opinion of visitors from all
parts of the country that the Tennessee Centennial Exposition will be second only to the World's Fair. The
business men of Nashville, have, by
local subscription secured a half mlilion dollars towards the extension of
thiS enterprise.
One reason why
congress has been so ready to pass a
bill appropriating $130,000for a national exhibition, is that the citizens
of Nashville have shown themselvC's
so ready to raise the money to Pllllh
the work to completion.
Gen. Neal Dow, the venerable father
of prohibition, has reached his ninetythird birthday in the cause of "home
protection and saloon destruction,"
The work which he began, is too great
for the completion of one man and
one age. The next century will realize
the results of his devoted life, spent
in the service of God, and humanity;
wrestling witb heroic purpose against
the powers of darkness, against sph"
itual wickedness in high places.
To suppose that Christian missions
will be driven 'out of China, Turkey
and Japan, in the near future, is a
laCK of faith. and want of confidence
in God. Let us co~e to him in believing supplication and prayer, with reo
newed consecration. The God of our
salvation will answer by terrible
things in rigbteousness, for He alone
is the confidence of all the ends ot :he
earth and to them that are afar )t!
upon the I8L Our faith i. illereued,

Number 15.

hy the courageous words ot the United
Prebbyterian, that God will now as he
has ever done, make the poUtlcaJ
changes of the world open up new
doors for His messengers.
The Christian Woman's Board of'
Missions has set apart the 11th to the:
.18th of April, inclusive, as a specl'll
I;eason of prayer and self-denial.
C1'i££for help constantly come to the·
ears .of our omcars; there Is a short-·
age in tbe General Fund, and the appeals are urgent. What can we give
to meet this necessity? This is a
question each one must decide individually. As we prepare our Easter
offering, may our hearts be filled with
a spirit of self-denial, remembering
the Savior's sacrifice, who for our
sa.kes became poor, that we, through'
Him, might be made rich.
The poem written by Frances Margaret Milne in memory of Rev Isaac:
Errett, the founder of the Christian.
Standard, is in every way worthy of'
the noble life which inspired it. ThE"
editor of the "Arena" speaks of Mrs..
Milne's versatility and great literary merit. The following extracts;
from the poem reveal the author's,
delicate intuition and poetic insight.
The years shall pass on, with their
sorrow and sinning,
With struggle and failure and recom-pense meet;
But naught sball imperil the crown of.
his winning,
Who sat like a child at the Nazarene's:
feet.
The years shall sweep on to eternity's.
ocean;
The ages unceasing, their purpose'
fulfill;
But the life giving force of his spirit's:
devotion
Shall blend with the currents of destiny still.
He is one with the hope, he is one
with the sorrow,
That beats in humanity'S bosom for
aye;
.
He is one with Love's work of to-day
and to-morrow,
He is one with the faith that can never
decay.
Why stand we here gazing?
clouds that were rifting,
W1ll give him no more to our
darkened view:
There are souls for the saving,
burdens tor lifting
Up! falterinc never, the journey
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ShaH like a river run. and broader
flow."
Thanks be unto God for hllil unllpeakable iPft!-Mrs. G. R. H.

of the earth Where our supply of funda
and workers wUl en~ble Ull to place
them.
EDITED
BY
The days and the yeara that •••ey
Mrs. G. R. HARSH.
form, are quickly going by. The tim"
is short for you and me' to Show the
'"'They ,that be wise shall shine as the
"ALL HAIL."
gratitude tor our own Salvation by
'lbrlgMDelili
of the firmament; and they that
fully consecrating everything that We
turD man)' to righteousness as the Iitars
When our triumphant Savior had
have and are to the servIce of Christ.
for ever ani ever."
conquered death and come forth from
He has taught us that Whatever we do
th~ grave, the "aU hall!" with which
to reach the souls for Whom he died
he greeted his follQwers was a salutaEASTER DAY.
he counts as done unto himself. May
tion of joy. The wise man of old in
your answer to the salutation of your
saying that a merry heart doeth good
risen Lord be a glad following whereAgain the land of Judea smiles
like a medicine had not meant merely
ever he leads, a brave endurance of
With blooming hUls and sunlit isles;
a gaiety for selfish personal pleasure.
whatever trials may surround yoU In
And the breath of new-born flowers,
'J hat had been a forecast of this "rethat path, and the constant, prayerseems wafted to' these lands of ours;
joicing always in the Lord," Which fUl, self-denying serVice In order that
As they burst their gloomy prlsonwould be possible after our Savior had
liKe him we may uplift and bless huEmblems of the Christ that's risen!
manity.
risen from the tomb and brought life
and immortality to light. In his earthLet no allurements to selfish ease
From the blue Judean sealy ministry he had proclaimed that he
and pleasure, nor even the demands
From the waves of Galilee,
came in order that we might have life
that seem to caU for ceaseless ton for
Music sad and sweet seems blended;
and have it more abundantlJ'. We
daily bread, deter yOU from foUowlng
Christ the Savior has ascended!
should as disciples of his, look ever
closely this risen SaVior who has
Doubt and gloom have passed from
unto him who IS the author and tlncaUed upon each one of us to wear his
earth,
isher of our faith and keep our hearts
yoke and bear his cross. The UnfailTruth has had a second birth!
set upon him in order that we may
ing promise of our heavenly Father Is
grow into his likeness. A blessing
"AU things work together for good
can come to us in the special conteml'l"early nineteen hundred years,
them that love God." The matter of
plation of him as our risen and gloriBurdened with earth's smiles and
supreme Importance with us is to love
fied
Savior.
The
blessing
will
be
in
tears;
God. If we have this love it will be
encouraging us and making us brave.Down the long corridor dlmmanifested in the works and fruit of
hearted to follow Christ in the examWitness solemnly for Hlmthe Spirit.
Your sister In Christ's
ple which he set of ministering unto
Fe»: the Savior, cruclfledservice,
LOIS A. WHITE,
others. Never should we be so satisFor Christ, who for us died!
160 N. Delawar!! St., Indianapolis, Ind.
fied with the full salvation Christ has
granted unto us that we will for a moLet ltttle children learn to bring
THE
FIELD.
ment cease our efforts to win others
The fairest, purest flower of spring:
for his service. \\re Ilave been wash-ed
And with hearts as pure as they,
The field is the World. There are at"
in the blood of the Lamn and adopted
Offerings make on Easter dayle;:tst a thousand millions without the
into the family of God's dear Son, in
When sweet nature laughs with glee
gospel. In India,out of a pOpulatIOn
order to show forth the praises of
Among the hllls of Galilee.
of 287,000,000, not more than 500000
hilli who hath called us out of dark-Mrs. Mary Ware.
have been. discipled. In China, out of
ness into his marvelous light. Jesus
said that his father was glorified by
a populatIOn of 430,000,000, not more
The Christian Woman's Board of
his disciples bearing much fruit. Our
than 50,000 have been disclpled. In
MJsslons has adopted as its watchenjoyment of what has come to us
Japan, out of a population of 40,000,word for this year, "Fuller Consecrathrough a risen Savior should there000, not more than 35,000 have been
tion." There could be nothing better
fore count something to us in the way
discipled. ;For every Christian in Jator the inspiration of Its members.
lif encouraging and equipping us to be
pan there are six BUddhist priests. In
The higher life "hid with Christ in
constant toilers in the vineyard of our
Africa, out of a population of ,,00,000,God" Is one of continual spiritual
Lord.
000, not more than 600,000 have been
growth, until we are lost in that love
discipled. Whole nations are practiJesus declared that it was his meat
which Is the "bond of perfectness." In
to do his Father's will. We shall come
cally unevangelized.
Anam, with a
Christ's plan for evangelizing the
far short of those characters whic'h
population of 20,000,000; Afghanistan
world there is no room for selfishness.
should be truiy Christ-like, in order to
with a population of 8,000,000; the Sou~
From the very beginning, when God
please our Heavenly Father and honor
dan, with a population of 100,000,000;
sent his only Son into the world, to behis name, if we do not feed upon God's
l'hibet, Mongolia and Arabia-these
come the flrst missionary of the glad
lands have scarcely been touched by
t1dlngt; of peace and good wlll to men, -word, which will inform us concerning
his will. Most earnestly does the
the influence of the gospel. AU ChristMit-abnegation became the key-note
Christian Woman's Board of Missions
endom has 4,693 males, 3,228 females,
of gospel teaching; and "bear ye onecall upon everyone to systematically
and 40,083 native helpers In aU heathanother's burdens" was to fulfill the
study God's word as the source of light
law of Christ.
en lands, and contributed $12,000,000
and life. It is a joy to me to greet our
last year for their support: of this,
"No man lives unto uimself." The
beloved readers of the "Gospel 1\-1Io"S$4,561,227 came from the United States.
throbbing pulse of the great human
·.·n!=er"at this glad Easter tJme in the
That same year the drinking people of
throng is one, thus upon each indiname of him whose authority is suthe United States paid $1,000,000,000
vidual rests the responslOlllty of his
preme and as a representative of this
for drink. There are as many Christneighbor's welfare. That life which
Chri&tian Woman's Board of Missions
ian people as drinking people in Amer18 richest in. beauty, truth, love, and is
which labors under the motto, ,. 1'he
ica. The bill for tobacco amounted to
nearest Christ, Will, out of the overIOV'3 of Christ constraineth
us.'· Our
about $600,000,000.
The wealth of the:
flOWingabundance of its own measure
heavenly Father is call1ng upon us to
Christian people of America is esti
ot blessing, give to the famishing souls
hasten. the day when the knowledge of
of others.
mated at $13,076,300,000.
The averagethe Lord shall cover the earth as the
annual increase for the last decade:
waters cover the sea.
The cry of distress continues to go
was $434,790,000.
If they gave one-.
up from the famine and plague disThe Christian Woman's Board of
tenth of this annual i.ncrease It would
tricts of India, and each mall brings
Missioll5;was organized that we might
amount to $43,479,000, instead of $4,-,
the prayers of our consecrated miswith united strength do an effectual
561,237.
Of the enormous wealth now
sionaries for help. We cannot escape
SOUl-winning work in all parts of the
in the hands of Christlll,n people onlythe tearful responsibility, and God wl1l world, that would be impossible withone thirty-second part of one per cent,
not hold us guiltless if we shut our
out such uniting of the work and
hearts against it. It has been estior one dollar in 3,287, is given ror rormoney offerings that could be given by
eign
missions.
mated that each Christian woman is
individuals. Through our two monthresponsible for the souls of five heathly papers, the "Missionary Tidings
en women, lost In the darkness of
and "Junior Builders" infomatioll will
THE MAIN WORK OF THE
night. In the face of the awful facts,
come to all who will regularly, conCHURCH.
In the face of the great need. can we
stantly, ~.ayerfully read these. After
According to Dr. Duff the chief end
sit at ease?
they have been thus stUdied, if they
for which the Christian church Is con"Rouse to some high and holy work
are kept for constant reference our
stituted-the
leading design for which
of love,
women can become intelligent conshe is made the repository of heavenly
cerning the calls of the fields where
and thou an angel's happiness shall
blessings-the
great command under
. know,
the needy ones are without Christ's
which she Is laid-the
supreme funcgospel.
Our
brethren
and
sisters
can
tion which she Is caUed on to disShalt bless the earth, while in the
In
this
way
also
know
how
to
work
charge-Is, In the name and stead of
world above;
systematically to have the best efforts
her glorifled Head and Redeemer, unThe good berun by thee, while here
put forth to sustain heralds of the
ceasingly to act the part of an evanMlow,
crollil in the needy rea-ions In allY part
,ellst to all the w:orld. The ItuIplred
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prayer which,she'ie-taught ..to..otfer fol' "'beginntng. at Jeril8alem.
While we
spiritual gifts aDd' glaces, binds' her,
recognize that our beloved State of
as the COv.eD&D.teddlonditipn
on, wb.U:h....,.,uabama . ia. not without a knowledge
th~y are' bestow;ed at all, to dispense. "ot'that Savior~ who would have us fol'J)ealere tn
them to ail nations. The diVine char-'
low lD' his footSteps, we believe that
. ter.·which conveys to her ·thewarrant'
the work of leading her peOple into
to teach-an.d' preach·,th.e..gospelat .all,-:·3. f1.!l.Ier.
understanding ofhia precepts,
All kinds of
binds her .to teach and preach it to all " jUl' taught in the divine word, is one .
..... , ·nations ..··-'The"divine
charter which
pleasing in his sight.
-embOdies a commission .til' adlninister
.' Our 'evangelist has already done a
gOIl~.l .Ql:dln~~es at' all, binds her ,to:' 'great deal for the. advancement of. the
administer, thes.e to alL nations. The f .•.church of Christ III our. borders.
He
<\ivine chart~r- 'whi~
~mmun\ca~Jr.
ha,s pa~iently and praY~fu-IlY preachpower aJid··authoritY"to exercise, r.ule., ,~d ChrIs~ and him crUCified; as lI;,re.. or discipline at' all, bin4Ei her (oC~x.et-,,~ suIt of ,hIS devotion he sees n~~ the
SOUTH SIDE MARKET.
cijle these not alone"Ol""exCluslvely",to ': !Ield npe unto the harvest.
We
secure- her own: intern-aI· purity and ~~ear?estly hope t~at ere long the stand226 Twentieth St.
BIRMINGB;AH.
peace,. union and stal>~Uty,;,but ~hie~ _" ard of the Km.g, untrammeled by
.and supI:~ely, in order that she ma)"
?reeds and d~ctr1Des, m~y 1?e rear~d,
'thereby be enabled tlie more speedily, ,,0 I? a.ll,th~ punty of pnmitJve. ChrIseffectmillY and extensively' to execute'
tlamty, m the midst of MobIle and
her 'grand e"angelis1ie. cbDunission in
other places, which have not yet enpreaching the gospel to, all nationE\te~ed Into .the joy and blessedness of
..
b
d
of
bel'
bemg
one III Christ.
If , th e~, any 0 y '. .' levers" ~nited together as a church, under what-'
Facts: Alabama hM a population of
ever form of' external' discipline' arid
about 1,500,000 souls. Of the 66 large
polity, do, in their individual, or ,concounties in our State, 14 have no
gregational, or cQrporate -national oachurch of Christ.
pacity, willfully and dellberately~o'verMobile has 40,000 people, and has no
lOOK,sus'pend, or indefinitely postpone
,church of our own brethren.
Want to be dressed up
the accomplishment' of the great end
Montgomery has 40,000 people and
for which the Chuteh universlt!, inone very weak congregation, a mile
i1lll
to date on Easter, buy
cluding 'every ~vangelical' community,
from the center of influence.
!!iJI your Clothing, Shoes,
implores the vcluchsllieme,nt of spirit. Other cities of 10,000 have no church
ual treasures-the
great end foo which
of Christ.
'~
Hats and Furni8hing
she has obtained separate and - independent constitution
aU:','how can'
"THE lUISSIONARY TIDINGS."
,
Goods from
they separatell' or conjointly, expect.
to realize, or realizing, 'expectl.~ renThe last number of the "Missionary
der abiding, the promised ;presence of
Tidings" is fUlly up to the standard
Him who alone hath the., keys of the
of that bright and interesting paper.
golden treasury, and 'alone'upholds the
If you want to know more of the work
pillars of the great spiritual edifice?
of the different missionary stations,
If any church, or any, section of a
read the "Tidings;" it is full of "good
church, do thus 'neglect t/1e,final cause
things" each month. The letters from
ot its being, and violate the very conour missionary are always interesting
and touching, making them feel near
dition and tenure of allilpirituairights
to us. If you want to know more of
and privileges,' how cari "it ,expect· the
the greatest missionary enterprise our
continuance of.the favor of ,Him from
people have undertaken, the Ann Arwhom alone, as their divine fount and
bor Bible Chair work, you shOUld
spring-head, aU's.uch rights and privOne Price Clothier.
prayerfully
read the reports in the
ileges must ever fiow?
And if deNorth East Corner of
"Missionary Tidings."
Subscription
prh;ed of His favor arid presence, how'
price 50 cents a year. Send orders to
can any church expect long 'to exist,
First Ave. and 19th St.
Lois A. White, 160 N. Delaware St.,
far less spirItually to ~ouri$ in ,the
Indianapolis, Ind.
BIRlIIINGHAM. ALA.
enjoyment ,:of inward peace or the
prospect of outward and more extended prosperit~?
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A Chinese lady read of·the faith and
patience of missionaries slain by a
mob at Sungpu, .and ~,as .Sl;>.
impressed
by what she was told of their lives and
deaths, that she traveled to another
city to ask the missionaries about tbe
religion which could produce. such
fruits. "What is it," she asked, "that
makes .yoU Jesus people so different
from us? . We call you 'foreign devils';
our people have martyred two,of your
teachers, who only ,did good to our
peopie; and you show no r~venge and
receiv.e me as a friend." She was told
that this was the teaching of Jesus,
who died for us when we were his en~mies. This lady, who was termed the
"Chinese Queen of Sheba,': cqntiIlJ1.~d
for two weeks with' the 'miSsionaries
to learn of their faith'1l.Iid· doctrine,
and then returned to her own city to' .
tell her' neighbOrs: "These Jesus people know how to love their enemies,"
-Missionary
Herald .
. ' A, McLEAN.
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The subject of home miSsions is one
that iavery'dear to the heart of every
loyal follower· of the Great Teacher.
In the wond~rful completeness of his
gospel, no field can be neglected. The
comprehensiveness
of the command,
"Go ye into .aU·the world," 'includee the
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Pisl), Oysters,
GaIT)eo IUrorlu8e,
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•Everrything Known in masic.
2105-2107
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First Ave.,
BIRMINGHAM.
Write to us.

The delicacy and attractiveness of the
goods from Hunt Bros ..Fruit Packing Co.,
of Santa Rosa, Cal., classes them distinctively with table luxuries. The" Santa Rosa" fruits are always prime and
. thoroUih satisfactory.
Ask for them.

t

Staple and Fancy Groceries
prices to suit the times.
214 S. Twenieth St.

lit

Phone No.2.

.....••.............•..••...••...•••-...••••.
BIRMINGHAM,

ALABAMA.

seeSQye~~
Fine Photogttapbs.
For

;ZOOS,v.

Second Ave,

BIRMINGHAM

Special Sale
of WASH GOODS at the

]See bf\'e.
2014 First Ave •

BIRMINGHAll,

lHE GOSPEL MESSENGER.
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Music is the art which expresses, by
means of sounds, what is not in the province of literature, of sculpture, or of
painting. The sculptor Or the painter aims
to reproduce in idejJllzed forms what he
sees around him. In each case the artist
seel$s to express, by means of his art, that
wnich already existed. The painter looks
out on the world of color and form and
sees before him all that his art would reproduce, and it is only ae he sees and represents nature truly that he is great. But
music stands apart from the other arts.
It seems a distinct creation, for it really
reproduces nothing which previously existed, either in the world of sense or
thought.
The painter's art lies upon the
'surface of the world; its secrets are whispered by the yellow goldenrod and by the
'purple heather upon the hills, while the
musician's art lies beneath the surface.
His rough material of sound may rather
be compared to the dull diamond, earthencrusted. and hidden deep in the mines.
It simply does-not exist as a blilliantthing
of priceless beanty, until it has heen refined and made luminous.
The musician
seizes this rough element of sound and
compels it to work his will. Because musical expression is indefinite, it does not
follow that music is inexpressive.
But
this is one of the qualities that place it on
the highest level of art-excellence, enabling
it to suggest still more that it displays,
and to stimulate the imagination of the
hearer, as much as to exercise that of the
artist.
The musician is a poet, who ex
presses thought and feeling through the
medium 01 sweet sounds.
Every age and clime has its varieties of
musical idiom, which are unappreciated, if
not untntelligable, to other generations.
And the very principles that govern it have
been and are so variOUSly developed in
different times and places that music which
is delightful at one peried, or to one peois repugnant at another epoch or to a different community.
Under the inflnence
of music we are deluded some way. We
imagine that the performers must dwell in
the regions to which they lift their hearers. We are slow to admit that a man
may blow from his trumpet the most soul.animating strains, and yet be a coward;
or melt an audience to tears. and yet be a
heartless profligate. We do not have
enough music in our homes. The charm
of music is great.
It hushes the infant to
rest: at the family altar it lifts the soul
in worship to God; in the home it fosters
the home spirit and strengthens family
ties. No influence is sweeter.
Encourage the children to sing. It matters little
whel:her there is much music in their
voices or not; there is music in their souls,
and that is enough.
Parent~ who sing
will find burdens grow lighter and life
smoother.
There is rest and recreation in
music. Shakespere has said :
t. The man who has no music in himMIf, Nor is not moved with concord of '
••••
IOUlld. : .1. At f.r tnato •• , Itr •••

g.ms, and spoils; the Ill4ltions of his
spirit are dull as ni~ht. and his affections
dark as Erebus.
Let no such man be
trusted. "
It may not be amiei to give a moment's
thought to musicjn our churches.
Ther •.
is no estimating Its power In worship.
Many a careless listener to a discourse
has had his heart touched and melted by
some sweet hymn, which conveyed a
Savior's precious invitation, or breathed
our Father's boundless love. Realizini
what a power there is in music, we cannot
place too much e••.•phasis upon its importance in the service, nor give too much
heed to renderi.ng each' hymn in such a
manner as to impress its sentilnent.
If w'
drag through an inspiring, soul-stirring
hymn, which shOUld awaken every impulse and arouse· every shild of God to action, its effect is lost. It takes the soul
out of our sweet songs and hymns to drag
through them in such ilhea·;y manner
that the singing' becomes tiresome and
monotonous.
If we sing a hymn in a
half-hearted way, we derive no real benefit from it, and it fails to reach the listener, who may not be able to take part in it,
and thus (outside of the Bible) one of the
most effective means of conveying to the
heart the pric~less love of Christ. the
precious promises Df God, and his bound- .
less love to us is marred. Let us enter intQ ..
the spirit of 0llr hymns, and giean the'
comfort and encouragement
from them
which will help'to make life's burdens
fighter and our hearts more tender and
susceptible.
L~t us sing with the " s~irit
and the understanding.
.
Charlotte Elliott, a young girl, stood
before a godly minister, and said:
" I want to be saved. What must I do? "
"Give yourself to the Lamb of God
just as you"are," said the minister.
'
" What! just as I am," she said;' " a~d
I a sinful creature? Surely you do nbt
mean that God would accept me as I,am?,"
"I mean just that," was the minister's
re~~
.
The young girl went. home, entered her
room, and, thinking of God, duty and
heaven, took up her pen and wrote the
verses of the beautiful hymn so dear to th~
heart of every Christian:
" Just as I am without one plea,
But that thy blood was shed tor me; ..
And that thou bidd'st me come to theo.
o Lamb of God! I come, I come."
.•
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NOVELTIES, BIBLES, &
PRAYER BOOKS.
2008 Firat Ave.
Birmingham, Ala.
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Wholesale
Frtritl'lJ &; Produce.
Field and Garden Seed.
Morris Ave., .Birmingham, Ala.

_---~
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Marcus Wiel.

P. O. Box 475.

Merchant

Tailors, Qlothiers,
. Furnishers.

._---_

1915-1919 First Ave.,
J. B. Cobbs,
President.

Birmingnam,

E. Q. Smith, J. H. Barr
V ice-President. Treasure;.

~brenti <.tarpet <.to.Only Exclusive
the State.
Birmingham,

Garpet

house House in
Second Ave:
.
Alabnma.

2028-2030
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FINE GROCERIES.
300-802 N. Twentieth St. Hood Bldg.

..•...•......•................... -Telephone 5.

BlrJ;Dingham,Ala.

'

Woodlawn, Ala
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B.B.
LUSTER~.
Dealer in SbOet, Leather, and Find:

.

Ala.

PATENTS
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The best place to get anything

Why pay old-time -prices when 1'0~.:
can get the same claaa of work lor ~
one ..half the Money.

ings. Fine shoes made to order. Repair:ing promptly and neatly done.'
211 NI•• tHnth St.
8Irllll •••••••• Ala.

;
Ben Weil.

.4 /l'eiI ~ !Jd?<O.
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A. R. DEARBORN ciCO. will
give prompt attention to all businels entrusted to-their care. COLLECTION of RENTS &; NEGOTIATION
ot R:t:AL ESTATE LO.A~S a specialty •

you want.

will make you a set of either upperlower teeth for flO. All Amalgram
fillings, f1; Gold fillings, f1.60aDdup.
Office comer Third Ave. and Nineteeth St., Elyton Blk., Birmingham.

~_._.l..

.Oan on MRS. BRUNDIDGE, Cor.
Second Ave. & Nineteenth St., over
Ferd Marx, tor firat-claaa drelsmaking. Latest styles, perfect fit, aDd
firBt-cluB finish guaranteed.
,
Birmingham, Alabama.

~ntiati~~···
gl'. )!lg 9~fH<
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. TRADa .ARK ••
DE.ICN~
OOPYRIGHT.
&0.

brone sendl••• a sketcb and deecrtptlon DIa7
~clrJr _rtaln,
free, wbetber an Invention Ie
probabJ)' patentable. Communleatlons atrIetly
conGdeDtlaLOldest _noy for """art••• I"tenta
ba Amertca. We bave a Wasblngton olllee.
Patenta taken tbl'Ollllll MUDn'" Co.
..-taJ noUoeIn tbe

80lENTIFIO

,E

. ~~U_rat,ed,

.-1"
AMERICAN,

U_,

J&I'Il88telrcalatlca e«
Joarnaa,weetl)'. tenu.ea.oo

lIZ 8IQDtb..
8peo\men cop"'. and IL4J1O
••. 1"A'Q1ft'lI _Uree.
A4dreu

.

MUNN"

CO,

Ml 8_"_,, .•••w

t.r,~

THE GOS~
& SINNIQB,
Druggist~.
Use V. V. V. For
the blood. Use" Cydonia Cream"
for the Skin.
Filst Ave.,
Birmingham, Ala.

MESSENGER

NABERS, MORROW,

,.DITTD .Y

Mrs. J. M. WATSON.

jO,n

Cat FI0lll811S aDd
N. Twenty-First St.

....•••••.••••.••••••••••
~ •••.-u.•.•.•.
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Plants.
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Birmingham.

~g9Mk"
"

.~g~~/,"

1913 First Ave. Potter Bldg. Three doors
from Morris·~otef.
'. ~irmingham.

Th. churCh in Birmingham was set
in order, bishopi and deacons· being
ordained, with twenty-seven memben, in April, 1885. R. W. Vanhook,
then evangelist.iD the state, president.
Meetinp weni held in an itinenlDt
court room until 1886, when a lot was
s
'
purchued ••n,g, aubsequently, a houle
of wonhip er~ted there-on at a total
cost of f4,500. : The following· have
served as pastors:
R. W. Vanliook, 1887 to 1890.
Jatne. A.' Sharpe; 1890 to 1892.
Ira C Mitchfll, 1892 to March, 1893.
J. M. 'Watson, 1894 to pre.ent, time.

-Tbr~anf:··-··
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in,

,leb, 4'~st,rs, Gam, an~ J)ro~uc(,
222

South Twentieth

St..

"Birmingham,

,

. . Tel.

1122.

Ala,

,

-Df. J. J. Dunean,
Dealer In

]Druge,te,~lcln(s, ~b,mtcali,
, 212

Fancy & Toilet Articles.
S. Twentieth St.
Birmingham.
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BURGER DRY GOODS1Co.,.
The leading low-priced house'tn
Birmingham.
SPECIALTIES ro,
Wash Fabrics, White Goods, Linens, Ladies' Underwear, Hosiery,
Gloves, etc.
'
1915 Second Ave.

Birmingham.

........_ ..............................•.....

, 'tOOlall paper, art-

ists: materials,
& ptcturejframes.
When our dealers are needing anythinjl;
in the above lines. we would confidently
recommend COLBY & ROLL'S Wall Pa
per Store, 2023 F'irst Ave., Birmingham,
Ala. Catalogue and samples sent free to
all who write for them.

..----_ .....-....•.•.....••••.......

8atel)el'~;-Photo.

~Stoe~

tt~6se

(Branch of Loulsville, House.)

A. D. CATCHEL, Manager.
T. A.. Schoolar' and Son, S. T.
Scboohu'
are a~sociated with
tbis House, and will be ghtd to
bave their friends call on business
or otherwise:

t'

i

The membership has increased
Iteadiiyand now numbers over three
hundred. Last year there were ninetylix acceuions, and the growth in some
other respects was encouraging.
The records of the first three months
of 1897 show a gain in numbers of
Hventeen. It the discfples coming
into the city during this time had
promptly placed -their membership
the ga~n8 would. have been much
larger.
.The Sunday-scho"l is good. T. A.
Schooler, the. superintendent,
has
served in this cap&!l~tymore than six
years. He is' unanimously accepted,
e1ftcient and godly, .His place could
not be easily filled.
The eight teacherl[lJn the Sundayschool are punctual,' consecrllted and
worthy of much praise. Despite distance and inclement, ~eather they fill
their places.
MrtI. Lou Watkins has been teacher
of the primary class from the organization of the Sunday~chool more
than ten years ago. . Sbe is tireless,
faithful and justly helg in tbe highest
esteem by all of her .puplls. It takes
more than thunder and· lightning to
keep bel"tromher pos~.
\'"

"We are uusettled" is an exca.e offered by a few for retaining their'
church letters. Some of these have
been in the city for years. "Unsettled," I fear, possesses a sad spiritual
significance of which these carele••
ones are little aware.

.

Those of our brethren who come
from other sections and, observing a
weak, struggling congregation compared to those from which they c.lile~
instantly grow near-sil1;htedand "can't
find the Christian church:" It such as
these constituted the kingdom of
Christ on the earth it would require a
special miraculous administration to
save it from utter collapee.
The true disciple carries his Danner
unfurled. He Ihows his colors. Unabashed and firm he stands by the
truth, caring naught for ridicule. He
is the sdlt of the earth, the 1JIllt of
the world, and the hope of the lut ••
church.
That t \bemacle-well, it is yet one
of the happy things of the futqre •.
When it shall become a proud m~nu·
ment of the present, the Birmingham
church will have stepped to the frODti,
her faith and good works will become
proverbial, and many generatiou
will rise up to call her thri<le blessed.
,

.........................•..........
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Easter Sboes.

Weare
sbowing a grand line of
up-to-date Shoes and Oxford8
for Spring and Summer wear at
very low prices.
We respectfully solicit your patronage.
SMITH BROTHERS SHOE Co ••
The up-to-date shoe dealers.
2024 FirRt Ave..
Birmingham~
r ••••••••••••••

The Ladies' meetings are well at - ,
tended and successful. Our women
do their part. Blessed with culture,
consecration and talent they are qualified to take a prominent part in any
noble endeavor.

Tbose disciples who, from its inception,
have been identified with the
.:!l6 Twenty-first st.
Birmingham, ·Ala:
cause of religious reform, ill this city,
have made a splendid record-a record
marked with unaffected loyalty. They
th1DatopMeDt? Proteot)"our16_.~_.J
brlq, .J'ou wealth. Write JOHN
IDDBBo are the Old guard a1l'dm!lny have been
BURN•• CO'J Patent Attonlm, W•••••••
tbeSrvtclOrlss.
"
,
O.0 .•tor their $t.800 priZe

0.". .

Those disciples iii the city who persist in retaining their membership bJ
their trunks, or in the congregatiou
from which they came, are making a
serious mistake. Their neglect entai •
upon them a spiritual loss, a_ t.be
church suffers.for their help.

•••••••
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BECK
Gandy & Gttocerry 00;
lImbolesal'~onfectlon(rs.
Extracts and Sundrie8.
Finest
line of penny goods in tbe city.
Something new all thetirue-fre
h
goods received daily.
j121 Morrie Ave., Birmingha
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GOOD-MORl\'ING

TO NELL.

pen your eyes and come out, dear,
We have a song for you to hear;
~e
quick, come quick, cher-a-choc;
~
your eyes and listen, Nell,
n to the story we have to tell;
sten twit; listen ~wee; twit-twee.
building a nest on thiS limb;
.••• I'm to sing my morning hymn;
.~light,
sun bright, cher-up-chee;
praises to l'tim of whose care
ren and birdies allke have a
share.
•
'Praise Him; praise him; twit-twee.
at the morning sun so bright,
through the trees to make it
light.
-.,•..".,,,,,,,,,,,"Dlorn,good-morn, cher-a-chee.
wish you would come out to play;
•• c .••• ""-'" birdies soon must flyaway.
'Oome out, come out, twit-twee.
MAN I.IVE'I'H TO HIMSELF' AND
MA
DIE'I'H TO HUISELF.

o

ildren, did you ever notice a tiny
oak sprout? One not so high as
~:'..,''''~''' little sister's head? Well, did you
ce that the leaves on it are just
the leaves on the big oak tree,
's ever so many times higher than
""......••••.••.
man you ever saw? A little tree
very much Ilke a grown up tree, is
otT Well, a boy is very much like
own up boy, whom we call a man;
a girl very Ilke the grown up girl,
we call a woman ..
fact they are just alike except
~
part of the boy or girl or baLy
must grow bigger. That means
mind as well as your body, of
e, is like a man's mind, only it
t be developed.
a yard is a tree that has been
ed and topped; a branch cut in
place and in another, whenever it
needed, ever since h began to be
ree. Just outside the feli~e the
e kind of a tree grows but It uas
r been pruned. No branches have
cut off and it has never been
d or trimmed. What is the reT One tree is symmetrical, roundwell developed and beautiful. The
• r is rough, scraggy, knotty, crookand ugly.
.
ow, this is just the way WIth LJoys
girls.
If they are trained and
ht-a bad habit cut off here, a
~ghty
word checked at another
e' evil thoughts
trimmed and
~d as soon as they begin to
~,
they will become as we~l develas the tree in the yard, otherlike the one outside.
lIliI.ch boy and girl must dL Jme?f
things for himself. He must aid
rn 'the pruning.
Y-ou, my little fripnd, must beglD
GO" to make yourself a rounded man
er woman if you ever become one.
ou must decide now for which
BIde you wlll use your influence. You
(l&'B:tlot
live without causing others, bee of your life, to be either better
oGl''Worse.
.
Which shall it be? It IS said, for
.,ttrY one bad man, in five hundred
~
there are one th'Jnsand paupNs,
oflMmkardsand criminals. Do you wist
10 Ilwell the list of the wicked or 0.
moral and Christian men? You do:no~
have to do great deeds to begin With,
fer great deeds are rarely ever thought
rf ~efore they are performed. 'fhe
'ltJDgto do is to think right .. No man
~vfl'l'became a criminal, no man ever
Ilel!. or stole or swore if he never
thlOught of these th1Dlll.

""e

If you think gentle, beautiful, pure
thoughts, your words will be of that
kind and you will do great deeds il'
spite of yourself.
If the sap of the tree is bad or thf.
heart rotten you will never have a
good tree; nor will you ever become
a man if your thoughts are impure or
wicked.
, .
Begin to think on the great subjects
of the day. Give yourself to Christ to
begin with and tlJen be ready to fight
his enemy, Satan, at every point.
Spread the gospel tidings eitlJer by getting ready to go or by sending, to the
mission field.
Fight the enemy and his strong fort,
the saloon.
.
Refuse to associate with a boy who
will smoke a cigarette or swear. Have
right opinions on every subject that
will advance the cause of Christ 01' uplift humanity, Let the world be a llttie better because you have Ilved In it.
Begin to help It be better by making
it brighter. The greatest good a Ilttle
child does, 1 think, is when it makes
others merry and happy. Keep in a
good humor; scatter sunshine.
If the little ones knew how much
a cross face hinders and how much a
smiling face helps motlJer in the performance of her .daily duties 1 am sure
they would never look sour.
Put away· your sour puckers children, do; and smile even though
things do not go smootlJly and you will
have lifted somebody's burden and
made somebody's heart brighter.

.-

.

••••
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ioqs thought and:'care.
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'For· what are all our contriVing-s,
Or~-lre"Wisdomof our books,
Wl!en. compared with their caresses,
Or the gladness of their looks?"
"They' are better than all the ballads,
That ever were sung or' said;
For they are living poems,
And a.llthe r~t are dead.

Is it not dlJ.e,them and due humanity that much thought be spent upon
their phYilieaJ, mental and spiritual
training; that It may not be said of
our children, Ilk'e ToPsy, they "jes'
growed?"
.
First briefly let us think of some
characteristics of the model mother. .
She shouid pOssess an unusual faith,
an unfaltering' trust in her Lord's
promisej); Trusting him she wlll receive the help which alone wlll enable
her to develop her child "into the fullness of the measure of the stature of
·Christ.'.'.
, The old man, when he was,' not al- tbgether::mistakeli, said, "Three things
only were.,needeq in rearing a child:
God,. common sense, and a cow." A
motllel'- s'hould be' a woman of conviction, n(}t an echo; not an n(}nentity;
not one unable to think independently,
but having opinions positive and well
grounded; that she may tUlconsciously
win the respect and obedience due her.
as queen of her )wusehold, and companion for fatb'er'and children.
She should pOssess unlimited courilJO'l'HER'S
INFLUENCE:
OR. CHILD
age. suc~· as ,Jochabed possessed who
TRAINING.
was not eve:n afraid of the king's command wheIi~it conflicted with her duty
By special request I undertake the
and mother love:' What a pitiful sight
delicate task of a talk to mothers conit is to see a mother without the courcerning the subject which heads this
age to obey h~r natural illSti.ncts,and
article.
knowledge of the right. Too much
Beginning reluctantly to' write, 'I
afraid of, fashion's coIII-mandaand sosmiled at the thought that some old _ cieqr's dictates t~ fill her miSllion as a
maid, or an old bachelor, such as lIerGod appointed nurse.
bert Spencer should theorize concernOften' the llttle one is beautified,
ing the managing of. children; and
primped and bed,ecked and by a hirethat the "shoemaker's child goes barellng jaJi:en out of mamma's wa·y and
foot."
•
out of sight; often s-he does not even
The smile soon disappears and tears
kR(}Wwhere.
come In its place, as my thoughts dwell
Poor mother, if suCh read "this, you
on the subject:· '''Take off thy shoes,
do not khow of what you are depriving
for this is holy ground."
yourself.' How;-much pleasure you lose
We talk of fIlllng a mission. Angels - that you would .de,rive from SO many
were not honored with such a mission
sweot hours of "compani(}nship which
as thif:,
the" chilQ"spends' in learJ;ling, from an
God has endowed all men with some
illiterate nurse. Hours when you could
talent. One Is gifted, so that he may
sow seed that would ripen and bear
change the lifeless marble to the
fruit for eternity.
statue of a man; another can take the
It would be infinitely better to pay
brush and canvas and soon a picture.
for s~wing done or even to·have your
breathes to us his inspired thoughts • demands of, society n.eglected, than to
in language tender and beautiful.
Pll.¥ another ..to entertain 'and instruct
The mother chisels, not the llfeless
your child.
clay. but entrusted into her keeping to
Make the home the most attractive
mold and to fashion is God's most
place "fot thechfldren and mother's sopriceless gift. an immortal soul! Such
eiety the most desirable. Stop to enan honor and such a responsibility!
tertain them; it will pay you a royal
One to be valued above any responsiinterest, otherwise you may wonder
bility that comes to us in life.
that your boy .'goes off with (}ther
She is painting, not upon canvas
boys who are not fit associates. for him;
now, but she is developing a picture
that he prefers their society to yours.
nevertheless.
.
. Win their confidence. Abo,veall else
She Is building, too, not for time . keeps your child's confidence. As long
only, but for eternity, and the material
as all secrets are shared with mother
for the structure to be reared is flesh
so long you have a good chlld, y(}Ucan
and blood, nerve and brain. heart and
be ,sure of it. no longer.
IIOUI.
Sympathb;e with them. Enter into
Throughout the list, 1 leave you t'
their cl;1tldlsh pleasures. Console them
make the application.
in their littie troubles. Don't ridicule
If she successfully directs and gov
your child nor. laugh at. what seem,
erns the home, there Is no wonder that
trifles to you.
.
her son successfully directs the ship of
'When a' mother is companionable
state.
to her chlldren, often that problem of
Dare anyone look upon these cares
problenis,
concerning
Punishment.
Ilghtly or as a burden? Blessings upon
needs no solution. li will take care of
the children for they make 11ft:Worth . itself. Corperal· punishment .is unnecliving! They keep our sorrows from.
essaljlwhen
"ealfng \Ylth.reasonable
crushing us; they Ilghten the gloom
creatures; and when·.w~ associate as a
and lonellness of the darkest night.
.friend' and eotDtlanion ,wlt~ our chHThey keep us happy because they keep
dren wel/oon.learn that they have ,raeliS busy; they are at once OUt·
treal!UrPR sonlng .facultlell 811 well all !P'OWD-'.l:
and BU\lshlne and tbe souree of anxchildren.
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i Too often yve are selfishly absorbed~EaCh
sweet greeting and loving word
n some vexing little troubles of our
bright~hd tar~ scarcely. conscious ~f thElj. Straight from the heart of her little
a
as sometImes precipItated
knight
~~~;:s
rebuke or ~erhaps sever~" 'Is more to her than the miser's gold' .
be6towed' b~:~:eWohfiPaPbIngdS
Ihiave been " Making her rich with a wealth untold.
a
vel', or a .
spell of indigestion or because of some ;'j
HALE.
superfluous nerves; but the innocent
•
mischief-loving child bears the conse~
I wish ali the little folks had known
quenc.es an,? we console ourselves by
Hale. I am going to tell you of this
thinking,
I only do my duty when i
beautiful, faithful playfellow of my
punish him." A gentle, loving counsel
younger days.
would often be far more effective.
He was brought to us when he was
Love them. Many mothers say they
but a few weeks old in a basket; a
love their children but manifest very
round, roly-poly little pup, with black
little affection for them; therefore I
spots in his white shaggy hall'. He
mention this. Children cannot be told
became at once an interesting member
~oo often of our love. They flourish
of the family; so great a favorite, that
In an atmosphere of love as planets do
to show our admiration we honored
in the sunshine.
Affection develops
him with the name of a man who was
character. Lives have been embittered
one of our warmest friends.
and ruined for lack of a demonstrated
I could fill this page telling you of
love. Don't appear indifferent when
hi& cute, funny ways and his Intelli}'our heart is throbbing with love.
gence.
Exact obedience, implicit and immeHis education was good, for he went
diate; not with threats and blows but
regularly to school with us. He would
thus to prove they love mothe~ too
stay haolfthe day in my room, then sotenderly to incur her 'displeasure, not
lJerly trot down stairs, to the room
forgetting that while children are told
where my little sisters were taught
to "?,beY their parents," parents are
and stay quietly under their desk till
told not to provoke their children to
school was dismissed. He would then
wrath."
walk home with us, unless one of the
Become their chief instructor. Don't
three staid behind. rIe refused to go
!eave the pleasure of entertaining and
a step until all three were walking in
Instructing their receptive little minds
front of him.
altogether to others.
He would go to church on Sunday
We would think a mother criminally
with us, in time for Sunday school
negligent who would allow a nurse to
walking round to the front seat, h~
take a child into some hovel where it
would shake hands with the superln.
contracts a fatal or loathsome disease
tendent and sober, old deacon who alyet we think so little of a far more im~ ways sat there, before settling himself
portant matter that their little minds
for a nap under our bench. When we
are often tainted and diseased because
knelt to pray, Hale would put up his
we fall to know what they are being
paws on the bench till the amen was
taught and by whom.
said. He could shake hands about as
Last, but most important,
dear
politely as any boy I ever knew.
mothers, let us make the Bible our
It was funny to see him run as we
chief guide and help in __.J great work
did, to get the first kiss from papa in
of training the Immortal souls entrustthe evening, when he came home from
ed to us. Let It be in our mouths conthe office: Often he was there first
tinually. Remember that what a child
and bounding over our heads wa~
learns is retained long after the lesgreeted kindly "before we had our arms
sons of the mature mind is lost.
all about papa clamoring for our
Teach them from it daily. Let them
kisses.
know its blessed truths in mother's
His warmest attachment, however.
language. A child comprehends the
was for John the little boy, who was
signlflcance of its mother's teaching
the baby when he came to us. He took
lon"l' before he grasps that of another.
the best of care of him. If he thought
And we should pray with our children.
him in danger, it was touching to
A dear girl who was dying said to tar
watch his movements. Once John was
best friend: "I wish I was certain
lying on the floor, Hale thought, too "
where I am going. Maybe the Lord
near the fire. He walked up to J'lhn's
knows I have not had a good chance.
mamma, looked l1p at bel' and then
I never heard my mother or father
turned toward the little fellow. They
pray in my life and they never taught
understood him but waited to see what
me how." - May such never be said
he would do; mamma giving no attenof anyone who reads these words. And
tion, he then went to papa. wagglnl!
may the Father of the only perfect
his tail restlessly and expressing the
model enable us to bring up in the
same dumb langual\'e. Not succeeding
nurture and admonition of __e Lord
in getting either to attena. he went
these lives in whom we are to live
to John and taking hold of his clothagain after we are dust.
ing with his teeth pulled him further
away from the fire. then lay down
l'IO~HER'S
BOY.
near him to watch him again.
One day John was taken sick: Hale
"Good morning, mother," a dear boy
did not understand at first why John
said,
was not at play. He would I!') to the
And tip-toed up, as she bowed her
b.ed and whine and bark, quick, sharp
head.
httle barks. John grew worse. The
And kissed her with a bright, sweet
family became anxious. Hale watched
smile.
liS.
He would keep his eyes on our
Boys. Iln you know 'tis worth your
faces and walk to the bed and wag his
while?
tail. Hale had many different ways
~
of wal\'glng his tail. It did not mean
All throul"h the day, the smile anll
the same, every time. He showed
words,
plainly he was anxious about it all
Kept m'1ther as happy as the birds'
Finally. the sad day came. when th~
A nd when she was tired or lonely' or
death angel visited our la,rp'e, happv
sad,
family. for the first time. In our great
Tllt3 memory of them had made her
I!rief HR1e was entirely forgotten unglad.
til we heard bls piteOus howls from
the grave, where the little white hearse
Keep her young all lonl?;as you can
had deposIted its prectoull burden.
With l')vin~ wordR, my dear IIttlp
From this dav the dOl!:refused to be
man;
l'omforted. }lp "elttoe!' ate nor drank
They cost you ItttIe and are worth
and ff)l1owed John's mamma about ttll
More to her than the wealth of earth.
one week l.ater, the noble little friend.

~;r:e

lay down and died of a grief too great
for his little frame to bear.
Surely no child could ever treat unkindly these faithful dumb friends of
ours, who when mercifully considered,
love us so devotedly.
Alice had just learned to draw her
needle patiently in and out of 'dolly's
new dress. She walked over to mamma, and bending her curly head to
watch a letter that was fast growing
under her skillful hand, she ~xclaimed
with a merry laugh, "Mamma. ,"au
thread your pen with ink!"
She delighted to share with him the
wisdom her superior years and buay
little brain afforded her and it was.
amusing to note how much she did enlighten the matter of fact brother onlJf'
half her age.
One day, flushed and appreciative,.
he was getting a drink from the cis-'
tern. "This is soft water," she commented, "and, do pou know there is;
hard water too?"
"No, there isn't!" he contended, in-'
credulously.
Then,
looking
very:
thoughtfUl a moment, he said loftily,
Dh, I know! Ice!"
His first pants covered such a very
short pair of sturdy legs that kept fair
pace with father as he' walked talking and clinging very firmly
his
hand.
Mother called him "Little Blessing "
and while he was immeasurably proJd
of his father, he had cast his baby love
like an anchor ~nto mother's great
great heart.
Father said, as they passed opposite
an imposing home, "Don't you think
that's a pretty house, my boy?"
"Yes, father," he answered.
"That's lots prettier than our house
don't you think?" came the adroit
query to the earnest boy.
"It's lots-bigger-than
our house,"
came the reply with a puff between
thE>words, tor he walked 80 fast.
"Wouldn't you like to live there'"
Willie?" father ventured. Instantly
the loyal boy replied, "I wouldn't like
that!
Because--because-our
mother
ain't there!"
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BOARDING HOUSE.
Large, cool rooms and the he~t
table in the city. Prices
reasonable.
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Birmingham, Ala.

OAHEEN'S.
Headquarters for Spring and
Summer Novelties.
Cor. First Ave. and Twenty-first
BIRMINGHAM,
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Bu\' Your Groceries Prom

JONH FOX and SOWS,
They keep the best.
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This Woman's Edition of the
GOSPELMESSENGERcomes to you
with the patterning of April showers, bearing a greeting from the
ladies of the First Christian ch urch
o~ Birmingham, Ala. It comes
with the robins note that heralds
sun y days; its breath is that of
bursting buds; its voices like freed
cooing streams through the edorous woods on their way to the sea.
It tells of nature, like a redeemed
soul that wears a marvelous sweetness from the power of the
touch of the Creator's
hand.
We plead for your life, in the
light of another resurrection day
to prove its faith in the future
and its trust in God.

here; we shall reap in the life to.
come. There is a work however,
and grandly missionary, whORe
confines are at once visible and
infinite. Engaging in this we
shall begin at once to reap the reward of our sowing. We refer
to the educational work of AIabal1'a. For eight years the Woman's Board has given funds to
worthy young men who were fitting themselves to become ministers of the word of God. Our
help was a loan; to be paid back
without interest, when they sh::mld
enter actively upon their chosen
career. Through this instrumentality many worthy young men
were able to secure an educatIOn.
Five have ,graduated with honorable records at Bible Colle/Ze, Lexington, Ky., "nd there remains,
pthers, undergraduates, to whom
we look with pride.
We have recently determined to invite these
y( ung men home to Alabama for
the ensuing vacation that they
may work 9mong needy and remote congre~ations.
These wh •.
thrist for visible returns to the
money they desire to contribute
tv the Savior's work, will find that
it iift to our Woman's Board
will lIccomplish results we may
rejoice to see while we yet live·

Cuba and Crete stand today,
terms syonomous with liberty.
Without attempting a resume of
the conditions which have led up
to their present
position-the
eves of the wo•.ltl focused alike
o'n each "tight little island,"
we
declare our belief that in the sight
of History, the U mted States will
be culpable for her attitude IoIt is with pardonable pride we waI'd the Cuban revolutionists.
estimate the benefits resulting- It ilSnot too late yet for Congress
to avert much of the defamation
from our venture as editors of the
that may be rightfully reserved.
EASTERMESSENGER. With such
for our country seemingly forgeta staff of co-laborers to accomting the memory
of her own
plish the work essential we feel
W ~ are not U3 yet
that much of whatever success ill cradling.
implicated in the questions that
ours is due to the indispensible
None
painstaking assistance given U8 by agitate all Europe today.
can foretell bow soon we may be.
the all-the-time Editor, M. F.
However significant these become
Harmon; who h~s, \"lhile associated with us gallantly submitted to to ~he map of Europe, we trust that
arbitration will ever prevail over
our preferences;
meanwhile letam.ies.
God grant His guidance
ting patience have her perfect
to King George, who has, despite
work.
the possible alternative of war,
.tood firm in his resolve to succor
There is an inherent desire in his own Grecian blood in Crete;
every heart to labor for fruitage,
and in refusing to f-ubmit to the
vtsible, tangible.
Our Savior dis- equivocal dictation of the Europcerning this human incentive
ean Powers.
taught u~ that the things we see
Would there were more king8
Itre temporal; tbose not seen eterof his type; kings for humanity
nal. Missionltry work III eSHnand honor I King' worthy of III
tially work for eternity.
We sow crown, indeed!

We regret very much to have
to leave out the Horticultural Department, by Mrs. P. Sid Jones.
The announcement
of Prof.
Henry Drummond's death which
·occurred in Glasgow on March
11, carries genuine sorrow to tens
of thousands, that one so gifted
should be called to join the immortals while yet near life's noon.
In co-oppration
with mIghty
forces organized for the betterment of society in Scotland' s
lSombre gray city, shade wed too
with evil, his work will be potent
for good generations after today.
Beside the dignity he sustained
in filling the chair in that classical
University, his talents were further directed to the promulg-ation
of clearer gospel truth for all
mankind.
Aside from that imcomparable
feast of precious things he has
given us in his Natural Law in the
Spiritual World, in· its consummate style,copious beauty and unassailable strength. We believe his
elaboration of I Cor. 13 will become the memorial to perpetuate
his name in the world of letters.

In India's famine the Christian world sees the picture far-removed.
When we think of our
missionaries in the midst of all,
confronted day and night by ~he
needs of those <lestitute multitudes-living
themselves on the
meagre ~alaries the Boards can
forward them.
For a moment to
place ourselves in their stead we
are appalled and oppressed to realize that our missionaries are
helpless to render any assistance.
To be there; to suffer for necessary comforts; to view want amid
continual peril; and then to think
of the plenty at home in America,
to which in. the name of Christ
they are entitled by reason of our
promised support, but which, by
our indifference is not forth-coming, must cause the heart to
break.
Are we doing for our
missionaries the things incumbent
upon us? "For
me to live in
Christ " swings far beyond our'
horizon.
What it means we may
vainly strive to guess unless we
Jive and Jove and pray and give
that His k.mgdolll shall come sooner by our having lived and loved,
prayed for and given to His workerlSwho alS heroes stand in the
van of His armies.
Mrs. Hausel formerly W. C.
T. U. Pret:sident for India, writes:
"The famine belt ill thirteen hun~red miles long and four hundred

nm
wide with a dense population.
Already there are nearly three
million people on the relief works,
and soon that number will be exceeded. No one goes upon the
relief works until every last hoarded coin or bit of jewelry has been
expended for food. With their
homes broken up, their thin cotton clothing worn to the scantiest
rags, and hope perished out of
their hearts, they seek the relief
works.
There, at night, after a
day of such toil as their weakened
:and emaciated frames can accomplish, each one receives from the
government
kitchens about a
pound of un leaved cakes and
pulse. Hundreds
of t~ousands
of them have not so much as a
yard of muslin for their entire
wardrobe. Keen as has been their
hunger, women have begged most
piteously for a bit of covering
rather than food. "
In our prevIOusly untried experiment of soliciting advertisements from the merchants of our
city, we have been the recipients
of uniform courtesy and businesslike attention. This was the dreaded feature in assui:'ling our work
on the Easter MESSENGER, but the
memory of the undertaking will
be pleasant to recall..
The man of to-day who does not
advertise is not in the race, and
the man who does not read advertisements cannot hope to invest hig money wisely. We suggest a careful reading of our advertisements, because, while desirous to secure a good list, we
have had room for those firms
which we can unqualifiedly recommend. We hazard the assertion
that those firms herein mentioned
will have caUl-eto remember without regret the occasion when they
gave their money to us. Weare
done with our soliciting; and
however much the subscribers to
the GOSPEL MESSENGER desire our
editing the paper permanently, we
shall be compelled t6 decline, be"
cause 'we are aU hcusekeepers, and
have
no predilection for out-in-the-world
busin~ss life. But we are not done
with the" ads."
In a catalogued
list in our purse we will keep the
names of those houses to whom
we return our thanks, giving them
the preference henceforth in our
buying, and wishing them prosperity in the future in proportion
to their kindness to the MESSENG.R.

Hamlltom College, who.e card
PeR)'f! elsewhere, is jUllt olosing

,.
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an extraordinarily
.prosperous
year, with exceeding one hundred
boarding pupils.
Lexington has
an aggregation of colleges that
give it rare educational prestige.
To those who are educating
daughters, we plead a consideration for Hamilton, a repr.esenta·
tive religious
home college of
highest merit.
To our sister, the wife of Brother C. P. Williamson, we wi,,:h to
convey our tenderest sympathy.
For many weeks she has been at
the bedside of her husband, who,
at last acccunts, was little improved.
Brother Williamson has
endeared himself to many people
in Atlanta outside of his own congregation, that numbers nearly
eight hundred members-most
of
them won by bis labors to the
service of Christ.
We unite our
prl\yers that he may raUy speedily to resume the work which will
be his crown of glory.

Alabama Locals.
We feel very glad that in 8 short
time the C. W. B. M. will be reorganized. We hope for a general revival
of interellt, not only in Birminltham,
but in the entire State.
The "Ladies'
Working
Circle,"
with Mrs. Watkins for our President,
is in a thriving condition.
All of us are giving Mrs. Mary Jolly
Vanhook a cordial welce/me back
home.
We hope to have her with us
permanf'ntly, and that s fle may use
her pen more frequently.
Mr. George C. Nance and family,
having recently moved from West
Point, Miss., are locatedat 2420 Fifth
Ave. Mrs. Nance is a daughter of
our beloved and departed sistf'r, Sarah Ewing Williams, and that assures
her a place in all our hearts.
The sad death of Brother Frank M.
Mosby's wife, leaving to the bereaved
father an infant son, drew to him our
sympathy unfeighed.
Again, we are
touched that he has suffered bodily
injuries in the rece ilt railroad accident, but are thankful he is recovering from their effects, which are less
serious than at first feared.
The appointment of Brother James
M. Pickens to a position in Washington creates a void in our churh circles which must remain until he returns to fill it. We rejoice at his
iood fortune, but deplore his remov
from oar midl1i.

•r
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Her many friends in Tennessee and
Alabama will receive with joy the intelligence of Mrs. W. Jolly's continued
improvement in tediously l"ecovering
from·her serious accident. which occurred four years ago. A" shut in "
for so many years, she has learned
meanwhile the place she fills among
her friends, and especially in the
church at Birmingham, to whom she
is inexpressibly dear.
That greatest of all gifts, a little
. Child, has come to the home of Brother and Sister Watson. May the years
bring the fulfillment of their fondest
hopes to the treasured boy, Pendleton
Spiegel Watson.
When our Evangelist, Brother O.
P. Speigel, located among us from
Kentucky, bringing his winsome wife
and her mother and grand-father,
we
deemed
our prayers for just such
were being swiftly answered.
Mrs.
Mary Widener, the gracious mother
iF!welcomed for her womanly worth j
and to the aged grand-father,
for flO
long a child of God, we are bound by
the ties of Ohristian love.
The North Birmingham
chapel is
being used now. Brother
Watson
preaches there every Lord's day at 3
P. M.

Mrs. W. H. Wilson has moved
from Mt. Hebron to Eutaw. This will
weaken the former church, but add
strength to the former.
" Grand-ma"
Wilson, of Mt. Hebron, is 82 years old, and her hope
grows brighter with the passing years.
She is planning for a visit to relatives
in Florida.
The ladies of the OI-ristian Church,
New Decatur, are making substantial
progrsss in getting ready to furnish
their new church which will be built
this spring.
_
Our dear Sister Love is liVing at her
quiet home in Marion since the death
of her aged husband.
She holds the
sympathy and love of all the disciples in her declining years.
We have heard so much of Mrs. O.
E. Gaston, of Fairhope, that we feel
as if we knew her. We hope she and
others whom we have never met may
attend our State Convention to be
held in Birmingham Aug. 31 to Sept.
2, that we may meet them face to
face. We would like so much to
grasp the hand of all the brothers and
sisters of our Father's family.
Even
now the First Ohurch if!getting ready
to discharge her duties as hostess,
and the larger the attendance the
more our people here will be gratified .
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For I have found through eighty years
That the Lord, Our God, is good."

_
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"Janet, you've been a mother oft,
Could your faith have stood the test?"
She raised her grandchild in her arms,
And she held it to her breast.
"God knows a mother's love," she sairl,
While the tears dropped from her eyes,
"And never from a mother's heart
Would have asked such sacrifice."

BY

Mrs. W. R. WATKINS.

.••.•..•..........................

A CHRISTIAN

LIFE.

JULIA NEELY FINCH.
As breaks the day
Of some glad summer morn,
So cool, so calm, so kind;
So does the Christian life begin;
A tender peace within,
Which doth inspire the wish to find
Some soul by sin and sorrow torn.
And show to them God's holy way,
So Is the Christian soul, first born.

mother, wise!" the preacher said,
"Oh mother, wise and good!
A deeper depth than man can reach
Thy heart hath understood.
Take Janet's sermon with yOIJ, friends,
And as your years go by,
Believe your Father nor poor soul
Beyond its strength will try."

As melts the day
To fervid heat of Noon
Wherein all Nature basks,
So does the Christian life progress.
It would the whole world bless;
And be about the Master's tasks,
And live in sweet accord and tune
With all who walk life's weary way,
And cheer them with love's kindly ray.

The religion of Jesus will always be
a yoke j but his people flnd it to be an
easy one, like the yoke of marriage
to that happy pair who daily bless
God for the bondage.
It is a burden,
but always light, because of hill grace
and love; the burden of a pair of
wings to a bird, which gives buoyancy,
ascension and the expanse of the

As comes the night
Of quiet restful calm,
Upon the fevered earth,
So death doth to the 'Christian bring
Sleeps soft and tranquil balm,
Which doth prepare for that new birth
Of God's own tender ordering.
The soul doth wing its happy flight
From shore to shore in God's own sight.
THE MYRTLE AND THE LILY.
I saw a butterfly young and new
Floating the lovely spring day through.
It was so light,
Its wings all white
It leisurely over the garden flew.
"'Twill kiss the lily there in the grass;"
I told my heart: but we saw it pass,
And the sweet, white nun
Looked up to the sun,
And crossed hers" If as she sighed: "alas!"
Over the garden the white wings went,
Light as a song from the angels sent,
Away they flew
To a star flower blue
That seemed just dropped from the firmament.
And then my heart-my heart and lEach with the other smiled; and why?
The star flower blue
Our sweet past knew,
And It seemed it was so with the butterfly.
Montgomery, Ala.
-Katydid.
A MOTHER'S

ANSWER.

LILLIE E. BARR.
Over the lofty Ben-Lomond
The charm of the sunset fell,
And sweet in the purple twilight
The chime of the old kirk bell,
And low! in the grassy kirkyard
Was the 'white-haired dominie.
Men and women on either hand,
And the children at his knee.
And there, in-the still warm evening, .
Low sitting among the dead,
The good man took the sacred Book,
And the trial of Abraham read,
Until in the solemn shadows
The s lrrow grow wondrous nearFathers looked at their own bril1ht sons,
And the mothers dropped a tear.
Thoughtful all sat a little space,
And then the dominie said,
David, couldst thou have done this thinl'?
And the old man bowed his head,
And, !'tanding up' with lifted face,
Answered:
'I think I could,

"Oh,

skies.-Jay.
WHAT

SAM JONES

SAID.

"I ilaid in a sermon a few days ago
that if ten greasy old negroes were .to
congregate in a back alley in Nashville and play cards for an old tin
syrup pitcher, the police would run
them to jail for gambling; and yet the
deacons and stewards and elders, with
their invited guests, play cards for a
cut glass vase in their elegant parlors,
with the whole list of names published in the papers next morning telling
who won the vase; and yet nothing
is done."
BE;AUTIFUL

EXTRACT.

The annexed beautiful lines are
taken from Sir Humphrey
Davy's
Salmonia:
"I envy no quality of the mind or
intellect in others, be it genius, power,
wit, or fancy; but if I choose what
would be most delighttuI, and I l>elieve most useful to me, I should prefer a flrm religious belief to every
other blessing; for it makes me a disciple of goodness, creates new hopes
when all earthly hopes vanish, and
throws over the decay, the destruction of existence, the most gorgeous
of all lights, awakens life even in
d th; and corruption and decay call
u beauty and divinity; makes an inst. ument of fortune, and scales the
ladder of ascent to Paradise;
far
above all earthly hopes, calls up the
most delightful vissions of palms and
amaranths, the gardens of the Illest,
the security of everlasting joys, where
the sensualist and sceptic view on I,\'
gloom, decay, annihilation, and despair."
A

FASHIONABLE

WOMAN'S

PRA YFJR.

Dear Lord, have merc~ on mf

SOOII

and please let me have the French
satin that I law this morning; for
with black lace floonces and overskirt, that dress would be becoming
to me, I know.
If you grant my request, please let me have a new black
lace shawl, also, dear Lord.
I kneel before Thee to-night feeling
perfectl~' happy, for Madame Emile
has sent me home such a lovely bonnet. A most heavenly little bijou!
It is composed of white satin, with
coral estrico~ tufs. For this favor, I
am feeling grateful.
Give me, I pray thee, all humble
heart, and a new green silk, with
point lace trimmings.
Let me not
grow too fond of this vain and deceitful world, llke other women, but make
me exceedingly
gentle and aristocratic.
When the winter fashions
come, let them suit my style of beauty,
and let there be plenty of puffings,
pleatings, ruffles and flounces, for I
dearly love them all.
Bless my children, and please send
them a good nurse, for I have neither
the time nor inclination to look after
them myself.
And now, oh, Lord!
take care of me whIlE' I sleep, and
pray watch over my diamonds.
Amen.

C. ff1. Burkbaltep & CO.
@eI)e;l"~J-€0I)f;Qicf0I"S.
Water Works and Sewer Builders.
Grading and Paving Streets and
Side walks a Specialty.
708 S. Twenty-third

Street,

BIRMINGHAM,

BirIT)l

I)g

ALABAMA.

ban;
Fish Go.

Fish, Oysters and Game.
210 20tb Street.

CRAWFORD

-:- BICYCLES

as long as they last only

$35.00,
BIRMINGHAl\1 ARM

&

CVCLF. Co .•

111 20th St., Birmingham,

Ala.

George's
Frrait and Con1eetionallY StOlle.
est, ice eream in the city.

~'jll-

Cor. 1st. Ave. & 21st. St,
BIRMINGHAM,
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Christian Endeavor is one of the
grandest and most interesting of the
man,}' phases of work that has been
developed by the Christian Churches
fol' the winning of souls to Christ, and
the strengthening
of those already
won. What a great work it is! What
incalculable good it has accomplished!
The cosmopolitan
character of the
Christian Endeavor was shown by the
fact that when" Father Endeavorer "
Clark was crossing the Red Sea there
were no less than ten members of the
Endeavor on board the ship. One of
this number was from England, two
from Canada, two from Australia, and
the others from four of the United
States.
From the Ohristian Endeaveror we learn: "According to the last
census, about one-third of the entire
population of \ the United States are
twenty-one
years of age or under.
This means that there are about thirty-three
millions of youths in the
plastic state where character is being
moulded and purposes formed for future living.
Each one of these youthful minds are infiueJ;lced, and in each
heart there is a chamber of imagery,
the walls of which are being decorated
for good or eviL" 'What a responsibility for the different C. E. Societies!
Each and all of the commitees are essential to the growth and well -being
of the local society.
Most of us will
agree that the Lookout is the most important since they who compose it go
out and search for members; th"lY
must work for the spiritual growth of
the individual members of the Society. This committee should realize its
responl.libility and the necessity of
close companionship with the Master,
. in order that the duties attending this
office should be fully assumed.
They
must be a doing not a standing still
committee. The prayer meeting committee is a very important one. The
leader of the meeting should be fully
prepared
and seek God's blessing.
This committee should try to make
the evening both profitable and interesting to those present.
Do not let
the hour's services degent-rate into a
merely formal affair. Do not hold th •.
meeting beyond the appointed time
for closing, but save some of the good
thoughts for the next meeting.
The
social committee
is one of great
importance to the successful C. E. Society.
The social duties of the Society should not be left entirely to the
regularly appointed committee; much
more good may be accomplished by
each member of the Endeavor feeling
it to be his duty and pleasure to work
along the social lines.

In the Christian Endeavor work we
should be wide awake and energetic,
with an earnest, willing heart, that is
ever conscious of the work that is to
be done. Endeavorers should" press
toward the prize of the high calling of
God which is in Christ Jesus." There
is no standing still in the Christian's
life, but a moving forward or backward is inevitable. Christian Endenvorers may delude themselves that they
may rest awhile without retrograding; no more serious mistake could
be made. They have a goal to reach
and it lies up stream!
Nothing of
consequence may be attained without
prayerful, persistent effort. Let us
keep moving, keep growing.
The C.
E. Society is not the end, but the
means.
It is the young Christian's
training school where the lessons
learned will last through life.
The monthly Consecration meeting
has been called" the milestones which
mark our progress on the divine highway."
These l.lervkes refresh us
spiritually aud stimulate our desire for
swifter advancement along Endeavor
work.
We need more thorough conl/ecration in our Christian Endeavor
Societies.
The pledge is a chain of golden opportunities, binding us closer to our
Heavenly Father and to our duties.
If we are- true to this pledge, we will
become more earnest and faithful in
our study of God's word, and in our
daily communion with him.
NETTIE

IN THE

-

CHURCH

MONTGOMERY.

OF CHRIST.

There is one especial reason for the
people who plead for non-denominationalism and a union of all Christ's
people to become enthusiastic Endeavorers and to encourage it and
similar organizations, that do not exist in other religious bodies.
While it is undoubtedly true that
there
aI', many narrow sectarian
sp~rits among tbe vast army whose
motto is for Christ and the church,
the very spirit of the organization is
contrary to sectarianism and it must
die a natural death hy the survival of
the fittest, if Christian Endeavor continues to hold our young people as
it does now. 1'his is an admitted fact
by many among the denominations,
and we should hail with joy any plan
for working for Him which both hon01's Christ and hastens the day when
" all shall be one."
Any or~anization that brings together Christians of all denominations
in a harmoniously working band of
Christians, simply, proves that our
plea is practical as well as beautiful.
Moreover, it actually does unite at
times; and though it is but a tempot ary and partial union. should we not

as a people, be the ftrst and most eager for all such opportunities to bring
about the answer to Christ's prayer
and our own plea for union.
The same may be said of the Young
Men's
Christian
Associanion, the
Woman's Chrhtian Temperance Union, and all organizations
where
Christ's name is prominent and the
work is not contrary to bible precepts.
Give Christian Endeavor a warm
place in your heart for this reason,
aside from thA great faot that it enlists our young people in service for
Christ and the church.
C. E. CONVENTION ITEMS.
The Y. P. S. C. E. state convention
is to be at Talladega this year May 6
to 9.

There are one hundred and twentydve C. E. Societies in Alabama. Three
only are in the churches of Disciples
of Christ.
There are about two thousand En.
deavorers in Alabama.
Twenty-two societies have been organized, together with six or more
Junior societies, since last convention.
A splendid program haa been prepared for the convention, and those
who fail to go will miss a rare treat.
Be sure to go.
- William Shaw, of Boston, will be at
the convention, and he is a convention in himself.
Mr. Williamson, of the Christian
Church, a noted Endeavorer frl'm Atlanta, was to have been on the program, but is seriously ill now and we
fear we may lose the treat we thought
in store for us through his presf'nce.
One of the most important themes
and main objects of the conventionin fact, the key note is to more Bible
study. That is as it should be, and
we rejoice.
The local union of the Y. P. 8. C.
E., in Birmingham, is the best in the
State, and one of the best anywhere.
~ome gifted, consecrated young Christians lend their presence every meeting.
Dr. Rhantaller, known as the Christian Endeavor cyclone, is a prominent
Presbyterian preacher from Chicago.
He is to be at the convention.
Dr.
Rhantaller enters so thoroughly into
the Endeavor !lpirit that he is content
to drop Presbyterian aa a name, and
his church is called Christian.
He
himself advocates that all use that
nan.e.
The denominational rallies are to be
one important fel'ture of the convention. Mr. Watson has charge of our
rally. Do let us rally to him, even
though we do not "belong."
Let us
have a large represE'ntation of our
people in Talledega, May 6-9. Talledega extends a cordial welcome to aU,
and will leave nothing undone for our
comfort and pleasure.
All In all, the
convention promises to be one of the
most enthusiastiC' and helptni on ••
ever beld in Alabama.
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As I have been asked to contribute
a letter to the MFSSENGER on my
travell, I have wondered what would
be most interesting, and finally decided a trip to the West would be most
profitable, as some of our Endeavorers may wish to go to San Francisco
to tha convention.
No where on the
globe is there to be found such a
variety of climate, scenery, and relources as between the Misilissippi
river, and the Pacific ocean. Americans go to Europe to Switzerland,and
the Rhine, to spend a winter in Italy,
and vi- it other placel of interest,
when right in their own country are
rivers, forests,
lakes and mountaiBI, sublime scenery, bordering on
the weird and supernatural far excelling those of Europe.
These places,
too, are easy of access, and it is not
neceuary to learn a foreign language
to be able to enjoy them. July 7th,
1888 there was a party of us, who left
St. Louil on the Union Pacific, for
San Fran~isco, to attend the National
Educational ASlociation. The route
was a perpetual succession of surprises. After travelling two days and
nights on the plains, to come sudden1y upon a magnificent city without
suburbs, was a delight to os all.
DeDver is a wonder I We drove
through her broad streets:down sides
flow crystal streams of water.
We
admired the magnftcient court house,
flne churches, and palatial residences
with their velvety lawns, sparkling
with fountains and vivid with bright
flowers. We took a side trip up
Oedar Oreek canon over the famous
Georgetown loop, and had our first
view of the grandeur of the Rocky
mountain scenery.
After leaving this
beautiful city we found ourselves
again on the desolate plains, nothing'
to be seen except now and then a
prairie dog, until we reached the lovely Salt Lake valley. On one side of
the ·?&lIeywas the mountains, and on
the other the lake. The ride of thirtyseven miles on the shore of the lake,
was one not soon to be forgotten.
After seeing Denver, we were not so
surpril.'ed at Salt Lake City. TLe city
has a population of 35,000 j her build ~
iDgs were fine and showed every indication of wealth j per streets were
broad and lived with shade and fruit
trees, and bordered on both sides with
.a clear running stream.
The air was
balmy and sweet, with the odor of
flowers. We visited the great temple
at that time incompleted j the Assembly Hall and Tabernacle which seata
12,000 people.
Before getting to San

Francisco there were interminable
snow sheds to go through. The mountains were no longer bare, but glimpses
of green vales and rich meadow lands
are seen at San Francisco.
We were
met by gentle and intelligent women,
at the Palace hotel who almost crowned us with fio weI's. San Francisco is
an interesting city,every nation seems
to be represented here.
Everyone
visits Chinatown at night, and it possesses for the visitor a horrible facination. The narrow alleys, the rickety
stairways, the groups of Ohinamen,
with their pig tails and blue blouses
present a picture that is not soon forgotten.
We vilited Sutro Heights
and the Oliff house. The high bluff
over looks the Pacific ocean and we
are near enough to see and hear the
growls of the huge sea lions, as they
clamber over the cliffs aud plunge
again into the deep. The conservatory
of the Golden Gate park is a wilder·
ness of rare flowers and palms. Across the bay we visited Oakland, and
it is a dream of beauty with its broad
streets,
palatial homes and lovely
flowers. Some of the richest citizens
of San Francisco reside here.
We
next went to Yosemite Valley .. It is
set apart as a park for seers and no
one should go to California without
seeing Yosemite.
It cannot be compared with Yellow Stone National
Park, because there are few points of
similarity and each is peerless in its
own way. No other scene presents
the beauty of the one or the other,
and having seen one, you should see
the other.
We went by Raymond,
stopping to see the Mariposa group of
big trees.
The trees 600 in number
are a marvelous sight. The most
striking of all was the "Grizzly Giant"
measuring 93 feet in circumference.
The first limb was ninety feet from
the ground and six feet in diameter.
We had the pleasure
of driving
throogh Warona (big tree) in a stage
drawn by four horses.
It measures
twenty-seven
feet in diameter, and
the timid through which the stage
passed was ten feet high and nine
feet broad. Leaving San Francisco
for home we went by the Mt. Shasta
route thrpugh Northern California to
Portland.
I have never seen grander
scenery even in Switzerland,
than
Mt. Shasta clad in snow all the year
through.
We found Portland to be a
beautiful city of 50,000 inhabitants.
No one should leave the city without
having a view of the landscope from
the hills. Looking across the valley,
through which the Columbia and Wil·
liamette wind their way are to be seen
the Cascade mountains, and above
them the five great SDOWpeaks, Mt.
Hood, St. Helens, Rainer Adams and
Jefferson.
WhUe in Portland
we

went down the Oolumbia to the Dalles. The Columbia is one of the
worlds great rivers.
The scene i8 ODe
of continued wildness and grandeur
for miles and miles, and numbers of
times tbe tourist will think the climax
has been reached only later to see
80me thing grander.
Along the Rhine
or the Rhone or the Hudson there is
nothing that will compare with the
Palisades of the Columbia.
After
leaving Po ••tland we came by the
northern Pacific to Livingston j then
leaving the main line, we went fiftyone miles through Paradise Valley to
Cinnabar a small town within six
miles of the Mammoth Hot Springs
hotel, the entrance to the Yellow
Stone National Park, an area of greater value and of more interest to the
tourist would be hard t_ofind, and it
was a wille and creditable act of the
United States Congres8 in 1872 to set
aside 3,000 square milps as a national
park for the pleasure of her people.
I had heard about its wonderful
beauty, but no where in all the world
is seen on so grand a scale evidenees
of existing subteraneaa
fires. We
were in the park five days j when we
saw the Geysers we thought nothing
could compare with them, but aft!!r
~eeing all the beautiful colored springs,
shaped and tinted like so many flowers,
we did not think the Geysers so wonderful.
Our last day was spent at
the Grand Canon.
I had read Dr.
Wayland Hayts beautiful description
of the canon, and thought it mU8t be
exaggerated.
When I saw it, I WIUI
awe stricken.
I have never seen anything so beautiful and so r,trand.
Some of the colors are as bright all
those to be found in a paint box. It
would be difficult to exaggerate their
brilliancy.
As we walk along the
brink of the canon, a succession of
views present themselves which are
awe inspiring in their ~randeur.
At
our feet far below us rise towers and
arches that would mock the masonry
of man.

The canon is 1200 feet deep

and the Yellow Stone
feet.

Falls

are 350

They have not the volume and

breadtb of Niagara,

or the height

some of Yosemite falls, but none
more beautiful,
makes

of
are

and after the river

the leap, it looks like e. silver

thread winding in and out the :chasm.
It is impossible to describe the trip to
St. Paul ami Minneapolis
superlatives.
homeward,

except

in

As we turned our faces
atter this lovely trip,

felt no country

could compare

ours in beauty and granduer,

we
with

and J

say to all who want to feel proud

of

tlteir QOlllltry, go Welt.
MRS. W. T. WELL •
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BRAND'ROLLED

ALABAMA

OATS
are the best. See what some of our customers say.
.........................

We always fmd the Alabama Brand of
Oat Flakes It delicious acquisition to the
mornin~ meal. MRS. HARRY HARSH,
Birmingham, Ala.
The Alabama Bra'1d Rolled Oats, sold
by the McMillan-Lee Co., are the very
best quality of goods. I have used them,
MRS. J. M. WATSON,
Birmingham, Ala.
I have used the Alabama Brand of
Rolled Oats, packed by the McMillanLee Co., and cheerfully testify to their
high merits,
MRS.'M, J, CHEEK.
Birmingham, Ala.

_

...

A LETTER FROMCALIFORNIA.

•

After spending the quarter part of
a year in another clime r can fully
appreciate my native state.
We are
now enjoying to the fullest extent,
the balmy days of Spring.
The earth
has exchanged its coat of somber
gray, for one of delicate green broken
here and there by great beds of wild
fiowers, of numerous varieties.
If by
chance this letter should catch the
eyes of any who contemplate
a visit
to this state, let us say a few words
to you especially. After visiting ,'outhern California where acre aftllr acre
is set to oranges and pther tropical
fruits; the geranium attains the height
of five or six feet and the fuschia,
hides the walll of the cottages, the
central portion of the state may sink
into oblivion.
Visit it twenty yea"s
hence, and see what changes will be
wrought-the
grain fields of to-day
will be converted into immense orchards of olives, prunes, oran~e8,
lemonl.
There are things the agency of man
can never change; foremost is the
world famous Yosemite Valley. Since
its discovery it has been a favorite re10r-tfor all nature loving people. Nature hal particularly favored this part
of the country.
Near the Valley is
the region of the Segnoia Giganltae,
the mammoth trees of the world.
The largellt living one measures 125
feet in circumference,
The great gold belt is also in this
same range of mountains on whose
sides are built the settlements of the
numico called "Camp-angels."
The
Utica, the largest quartz nenio of the
state is in this vici~ity.
In the coast range mountains is
some of the finest fruit land of California; the valleys are small but very
fertile.
The producer finds a rl'lady
market and convenient shipping point
for all his land yields in San Franciseo, the metropolis of the Pacific.
A.ron the Bay from San hanci.co

_ .......•...................

It gives me pleasure to bear testimony
to the excellence of the Alabama Brand of
Oat Flakes.
MRS. G. R. HARSH,
Birmin~ham, Ala.

Have used McMillan and Lee Co's.
Brand of Alabama Oat Flakes for years.
It has no equal.
SUSIE JOllY.
Birmingham, Ala,

I take pleasure in recommending Alabama Brand of Oat Flakes.
MRS. J. R. MONTGOMERY.
Birmingham, Ala.
Having used the Alabama Brand of
Rolled Oats, I desire to express myself as
being well pleased with them.
Alabama
does head the list in many things, and the
Alabama Brand of Rolled Oats is one of
the thing~ in which she is at the head,
MARY JOllY VANHOOK.
Birmingham, Ala.

We have given the Alabama Brand of
Oat Flakes a fair trial. We use no oth2
er.
MRS. O. P. SPIEGEL.
Birmingham, Ala,
I take great pleasure in testifying to the
high merits of the Alabama Brand of
Rolled Oats, having used them to my en
tire satisfaction.
MRS. W. A. HOBSON.
East lake, Ala .
,

on the Oakland side is the State University and forty miles from there is
the Stanford University, where some
of the best instructors of the United
States are employed.
The constant
aim of California is to improve the
school system and suffice- it to say
that at the present we are second in
rank to none except New York and
hope in time to be firat.
A NATIVEDAUGHTJ<)R.

._.

POINTSONROSECULTURE.
Ths time not tC' put out cuttings is
from January to May. Those put out
blltween May and August will make a
strong root growth withstand the
winter.
Plants cut the first of J anuary do nothing more than callous during the cold months'; putting out no
roots till the warm days come, so the
cold ?oes not hurt them.
When practicing. this method your cutting"
should be nine to twelve inch ell ; six
inches placed underground.
SOILFOR PROPAGATING
BOX.
Find a pocket in the wash beyon(l
the cowpen.
It must have caught its
rich contents a year ago; the heating
process is over and our cuttings will
not dllcay. To each three quarts of
this soil add one quart of clear sharp
sand and mix thoroughly.
CUTTINGS.
Let every item have a full blown
rose upon it; sometimes several cuttings can be made from one stem.
Have each four leaf joints in length;
placing two joints above the ground.
If you have a glas. ~lobe the size of a
dinner plate you may have seventyfive cuttings under it. Tumblers may
be used. Covering five cuttings eac~.
The jOtlass receives
the escaping
moisture and throws it back upon the
plant; and it also holds fast the heat
of the sun'l rays. There, you have
the secret of propagation;
heat and
moistur •.

-._---

,

_..

Do not forget to give your cutting
box sunshine all day and water at.
least twice a day. The porous soil
and heat require this.
With the first crop of leaves on cuttings comes also the green aphis.
Make a weak solution of tobacco, lift
the globe, turn
the soft leavel
about, wettin~ both sides. If you
have a very tender touch, ytOu may
draw out the blackened stems that did
not etrike.
Return the globe to be
removed no more unless the insect
reappears.
If so, give
another
draught of tea.
When a second crop of leaves are
visible your cuttings are rooted and
ready for transplanting j and we want
the gentle hand again. 1< or this select
a cloudy day. No sun and as little
air as possible must reach the tender
roots.
MRS. A. E. PENN.

._.

DOESWOMAN
GAINLITERARYADVANTAGEBY HER ASSOCIATION
WITHWOMAN.
Upon this great wave of advanced
thought comes the question,
does
woman gain any literary advantage
by her association with an organization of intellectual womankind.
DOM
an interchange of ideas with such
women, conduc.e to the elevation of
thought, expansion of ideas, and an
exaltation of spirit, in that they receive fresh inspiration from othera.
If the moral nature is like water, and
must have movement, to keep it pore
and
Wholesome, as writes Sarah
!rams, the importance of this movement to secure the greatest amount
of moral and intellectual good, fa beyond estimate.
With such association she becomes
emancipated
from a circumscribed
career: she is enabled to loosen the
shackles of monotenoul care for a
brief space, and like the thirsty at a
spring, drink deel) of the ~fr88hing
fountain, this reservoir of inteUeotnal

(Continued on p~e 16.)
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Housekeepers,
by the food they
provide, by the couches they spread,
by the books the introduce, by the influences they bring around
their
homes, are deciding the physical, in·
tellectual, moral and eternal destiny
of the race.-Talmage.
A GOOD

HOUSEKEEPER.

How can I tell her?
By her cellar,
Cleanh' shelves and white walls,
I can guess her
By her dresser,
By the back staircase and halls,
And with pleasure,
Take her measure
By the way she keeps her brooms,
Or the peeping
At the "keeping"
Of her back and unseen rooms,
By her kitchen's air of neatness,
And its general completeness,
Where in cleanliness and sweetness
The rose of order blooms.
-Ex.
HOUSEHOLD HINTS.
A glass of pure cream, or of fresh
milk, with .• salt cracker or a crust of
fresh bread, is a good lunch between
meals, for a hungry convalescent.
Tea should never be boiled. It
should be made in a china or porcelain teapot, for the chemicals in it
will act upon the ~in; not only causing the beverage to lose its flavor, but
making it injurious to the system.
Ooughs and sore throats may be
much alleviated by glycerine and lemon juice diluted with water, takeu at
night.
Hot flaxseed tea with lemon
j"ice sweetened with rock candy is
excellent also.-Prubyterian.

sugar; one half cup butter; three cups
flour, sifted four times; whites of four
eggs. Oream, butter and sugar; add
one cup flour; then whites of eggs
well beaten; then cup flour, and one
teaspoonful baking powder.
Flavor
with vanilla.
Cover small biscuit pan
with white paper.
Do not grease
either paper or pan, and let cake cool
in pan. Icing. Boil one cup sugar
with four tablespoonfuls water till it
strings; and while hot pour over onehalf pound marshmallows,
beating
well. When cool, spread on cake:
Pretty cut into squares.
Mrs. R. H. K.
Charlotte
Russe.
One quart
of
cream; whites of six eggs; one cup
sugar; one-flfth box Nelson's gelatine
dissolved in one-half cup of water.
Beat eggs to a stiff froth; add sugar
and beat until like icing, then add all
the cream that can be thoroughly
whipped. The last thing add gelatine,
cooled until like syrur and strained
through thin muslin or cheese cloth.
Pour in sloWly, stirring rlipidly, and
continue stirring until it begins to congeal. Flavor with vanilla.
Mrs. P. S. J.
Brown Betty.
Place a layer of fine1y-chopped apples in the bottom of a
pudding dish, sprinkle with sugar, and
just a dash of cinnamon;
cover with
a layer of bread crumbs, with small
pieces of butter scattered over.
Continue in like manner till the dish is
full, haVing a layer of bread crum bs
on the top. Cover closely, and bake
in tbe oven three quarters of an hour,
removing the cover for a few minutes
at the last to allow the top to browp-o
Serve while hot, with any preferred
sauce.
Mrs. C. T. S.

APPLES.
All ong the fruits which nature has
provided for the sustenance of the
body, the most important is the apple,
and it is rightly called "the king of
fruits."
An authority on medicine,
states that few appre~ iate the valuable
qUalities to be found in the apple.
It
is an excellent brain food, a preventive of throat disease, and so easily
digested, that the physiciAn advocates
eating at least one ripe and juicy apple before going to bed. The most
lielicate system will not be injured by
it, as the apple is said to contain more
phosphoric acid in an easily digested
form than any other fruit known; and
it also stimulates the action of the
liver, besides encouraging healthful
sleep.-Prubyterian.
.
FOR THE TABLE.
White cake with marshmallow icing.
One cup milk; one and one half cups

Salad Dressing.
Boil three eggs
until hard, and put them in cold water.
Take off the shells, and pound the
yolks to a smooth paste.
Into tbis
stir one teaspponful of mustard; three
teaspoonfuls of cream; one teaspoonful of melted butter; one raw egg
slightly beaten; one teaspoonful of
sugar; saIt and pepper to taste.
Stir
the whole until thoroughly mixed.
Warm slightly one-fourth cup of vinegar and pour into the mixture enough
to make it of the consistency of cream,
add, but a little at a time. The dressin~ is then ready for use. It may be
kept several days in a cool place.
Mrs. H. H.
Tomato Catsup.
One gallon tomatoes sliced; five tablespoonfuls salt;
two tablespoonfuls black pepper; one
tablespoonful each of cayenne pepper
and ground mustard; one teaspoonful
each of mace, allspice, and cinnamon

one· half teaspoonful
cloves;
two
large onions; one pint brown 8l1gal';
one quart good apple vinegar.
Mix
all together and let it simmer four
hours.
When cold, strain.
Mrs. R. K. E.
Mixed Yellow Pickle. Two large
heads of cabbage.; eighteen large green
tomatoes; six large cucumbers, pickled or from the brine; one gill of
horseradish;
several pods of green
pepper; four nice ears of green com;
cut all fine and mix well. Have the
vinegar boiling hot anll pour over the
pickle. Let it stand fifteen minutes.
Pour off the vinegar and let the pickle
cool. Then prepare
the following
mixture: one small box of mustard;
one-half pint pure olive oil; two teaspoonfuls white mustard seed; one
and one-half ounces turmeric
two
teacups sugar; salt and black pepper
to taste.
Mix oil and mustard well
together;
then add sugar and turmeric. Mix al1; then add cold vinegar enough to cover the pickle well.
Bottle for use.
Mrs. W. R. W.

•
Cream Puffs. One-half cup of but
ter melted in one cup boiling wate:t:.
While boiling, add one cup of well
sifted flour. When cool, add separately, three eggs not beaten; stir until smooth.
Drop on buttered pan and
bake in moderately hot even thirty
minutes.
This amount
of
batter
makes one do zen puffs. Filling one
cup milk, one egg, one half cup sugar.
Boil until thick.
Split pul! and flll.
Mrs. J. R. M.
Mrs. Rorer's Fruit Salad.
One lb.
of sugar in one quart boiling water;
boil five minutes, strain and cool, add
one fourth lb. arystalized cherries,
one fourth lb. crystalized pine-apples,
three bananas, juice of three lemonl,
juice of three ora!lges, one fourth lb.
malaga grapes, chipping of orange and
lemon rind. Freeze.
Mrs. G. R. H.
BIRMINGHAM,ALA., APRIL 6, 1897.
My DEAR MARY: Because of my
long experience, you want my advice
in regard to your investing in fancy
poultry.
Aristotle wrote books about
fowls over twenty-two hundred years
ago. Tennyson, too, leved birds and
fowls.
Wonders have been done by man in
improving fowls. In your new-proposed work first of all subscribe for
some good pouitry papers.
You can
get five of them now, published in
different parts of the country, for ODe
dollar a year.
After you have selected the breed you fancy most, read
and learn everything you can in re gard to it. Get a standard of pertec-

•

f~,

t

•

THE GOSPEL MESSENGER.

•

tion j stndy the points of your breed
unt.iJ J ou 'know something of what
constitutes a pure· bred bi•..d, So that
you will never make the mistake of
buying a fowl which should have'
smooth legs with feathers on ite legs
anet toes.
Go or send to some repu·,table breeder, who never keeps culls
:for sale, and buy the best you can afford. Get Kuhn's Poultry Architect'ure, published in Atlanta, price 25
cents.
From it, you can select a style
'of house both suited to your pocket
:book and the size of your yard, and
lmany useful hints besides.
Visit all the fanciera you know.
Learn all you can about their failures
.and successes.
Build your house high
lenough to keep it from ever getting
·damp..
YOur first returns will be in im~proved health. Afterwards, the mon.~y .p.roiits will 'be in proportion to the
~1O'Ve
you ha:ve fox .the work and the
judgment with which you apply it.
Yes, .persevere -with .'yoJ,lrfancy poulitJ:f idea.
[aope your aiBter's'boyo.Bwillbecome
int-erested in your work, and that she
will at least let them have a few chickens for their very own. Many a boy
has laid the foundation of a thorough
business life in. the raising of fowls.
My "little daffodils" are cheeping
. for their supper, so I must close.
CORA

-bummer
The

/$oap .
Jargest
aine of

Silks and
Mi 1 I i nery for the
Spring Sea:son at the lowest prices cam be foumi

:;c

~O~~~~~I~:::
1Rosa (tft~

trated catalogue of

SEEDS.
BIRMINGHAM;

5Pb+

e

rackers of
E. Klein, fIi.c5t-.c5l"rziJi:
€'lZ[lif-ciiI)I)~J

Henry

CHEMIST AND
DRUGGIST.
322 S. 20th St.,

9II

ALABAMA.

JElite..

Seeds.

Santa Rosa, Sonoma GO.,
GAhIFORNIA.

ALA.

for Drugs

and

Amzi Godden Co., 2025-

2027

Second

Ave.,

Birming-

ham, Ala.
Warner's ice cream is recognized
to be the best in town, so if you intend
to entertain,
get Warner's,
"the
best," and your entertainment will be
a success.
108-112 rwenty-ftrst St.,
Birmingham, Ala.
CHRISTIAN

JoanSON,
Pl1opJ1ietol1.
BIRMINGHAM.

DEPOSITORY.

Give your children pure literature,
and you will reap pure thoughts.
Give them "light" reading, and you
will reap light thought8.
Pure Literature, Bibles, Testamentll,
Song Books, Bible Dictionaries, all
books reviewed in this column, &c.,
&c., can be obtained by writing to the
address below.
The Christian Sunday· School Series
are the BEST. Write for samplesfree upon application.

W M. S. BROADHURST,
163-r65 Fourth Ave.
P. O. BOX

646.

LOUISVILLE,

K'\".

J.

l"S.

Bayliss,

The popular market man for best
meats and fresh vegetables.
LUCILE

1~n;~~
Easter
.Exbibit

in

Glothing fOl1,.,ankind.:]

J.

Blaeb

&

Sons,

OnB,PricB Uash mothiBfS,,:
1912-1914 First Ave.,
BIRMINGHAM,
ALABA~A.

~~. 6~YP9~,

~o~tstet

Gorro

Pine Millinery.
'2025-First Ave.

Ottehattd Pattkt

Second Ave., BIRMINGHAM,

Headquarters

,@00JS.'

Ala.

In Birmingham. to buy GROCERIES
is at T. F. THORNTON'S

ttra~e ~alace.

14l1s.E. Fe

~

Birmingham,

The Cheapest Place

1921-1923 Second Street.

BIRMINGHAM,

ALABAMA.

CANNING
COM P A-NY

MCCAFFERTY.

'It's eas'g wltb

•

JB

STATION,
WOODLAWN,'ALA.

Room 15, ElytoQ Block,
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
LADIES,
Don't fail to see our Spring Shoea
and Oxfords.
We have all the
new toes and colors. PrieN
lower than you ever bought
Spring goods. We Bell
for cash is why we
sell so cheap.

L.A VVYE:RS.

ThirdlAve. and Twenty-first
Opposite Court-houae.
G. BOWMAN.

-

St.,

G. R. HARSH.

M. P. MESSER,
2010 2nd Avenue,

Birmingham,

Use Periodical Ticketa.

Ala
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DRESS

GOODS,

'lLabiea anb (l;enta furniabinga, go to

~BR~ MARX,
St., BIRMINGHAM,
..._ __ ....••..........•.................•.... _ •..•....•......•
_-COR. SECOND AVE. & NINETEENTH

,

.

ALA.

C
0_ 1
Dealer in Pianos, Organs, Bicycles, and
.0' [\90 P J;?)CZS,
Sewing: Machines. Sold on monthly
payments.
'WrIte for Catalogues, or can at 210 Second Ave., and
get prices. Pianos for rent with purchase privilege. We can and
will save you money. J. H. Holcombe, Mgr.,
Birmingham, Ala.
~

E.

.......................
r'!" ----.,-.••....••...........................................•••
-~
......--.--~ - ~'~ ~~~_•........•.•••.
"'1
jfurniture a (!arpets.
.~
.m. Jerc0ks
j

l

wet;aa;:i~our
~(Z,~

(l[~J

c:rre~pondence

~F0S.

Solicited.

~l~::,
.._ •••...•.................................................................... _

~:~~:

~v::~

__~~

€_

••

_.

.A~b:m~~

. ........•..--•...••••...••...•_--_ ...

1727 Second Avenue,

0.,

Birmingham,

parts of this vast country, as if the
great wave of desire for Imowledge
had swept over the entire land. As
a result, how elevated is becoming
the sphere of woman; how seldom do
we hear the cant of old: that" women can never meet save for gossip; "
that "nothing
exceeds a woman's
curiosity."
All must acknowledge
that these meddling forces were tbe
dross that floated above the pure
brain force, and only neede<J to be
aroused to bound forward and stand
upon its own merit-to
be judged, no
as a gossip, not as one solely possessed
of idle curiosity upon things unimportant' but a woman with mind, soul,
and brain, who can make for herself
a literary fleld, where she may plant
and gather at will.

Ala.

General ~ro~uce an~ aommtsstpn ~ercb5nts.
ConsiO'nments Rolicitecl. Fancy poultry and poultry Supplies of all
kinds~ E~gs for Hatching ExhibitIOn. White Wyanclots a specialty.
Stock and eg~s for sale at all tImes. Write for priees.

DOLLIE SMITH WILSON •

,...

Tennessee Centennial and
International Exposition.

NASHVILLE,
CHATTANOOGA
& St.LOUIS RAILWAY.

.•••
_ •••••••••
!••••••••••••••••••••••••••
,••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

forces.
We advQcate
no untried
theory. "In union, there is strength,"
has become an accepted axiom: received and acted upon by the intelligence of the world; nations acknowledge its importance, and band themselves together to strengthen and increase their power.
If matters pertaining to the upbuilding of a nation, be so much advanced by co-operation, how can we give importance enough to this same co-operation, when it comes to the advancement of soul life, of mental improvement, of all the abilities lying dormant with in the existence of her whose
life is attuned to only one class of expansion, be that, what it may.
Woman, feeding upon herself cultivates
the one class or kind of thought born
of her own imagination:
she sees
through the filmy haze of her own
powers: it is like the .sight, in looking through space, it sees nothing:
the power is there, all the requisites
for fine vision j but there is no object
to reflf~ct its image, and the eyE' has
nothing to carry to the brain; not because it is lacking in its ability to see,
but space reflects nothing.
So with
woman, she may possess brain power,
her intellect may contain fine thoughts
lofty ideas; but if isolated with in her
own limited bounds, she cannot expand; there is no attracting force to
call out, the'powers that lie dormant.
Place her in communication
with
others, she is forced to think she has
opinions born from thoughts expressed by others: she clothes them with
ideas of her own, from the abundant

resources she possessed, then, as now:
but acUvity was necessary to awaken
these forces.
Brain power multiplies its self by
action, by receiving thoughts from
others, by reflecting upon them the
ideas born with in their own mind.
How many a brilliant woman' hall had
the knowledge of tl1eir own ability,
awakened by contact with those who
appealed to her reserved resources.
Within my own knowledge comes an
example of this. In one of our sister
cities a lady surrounded hy all the allurements of social life, gave the impression to those who knew her, of
possessing
a hivial
mind,
social
pleasures alone sUl'rounded her, it
became the "style" to write: she followed as she ever had when not leading: the result was, she wrote a serial
for a magazine, and supplied short
stories for papers.
She filled her
home with elegant bric· a- brac: hundreds of dollars were spent in satisfying her desire for beauty in art. Ohoice
statuary, im ported china of rare design, and beautiful pictures were hers j
all purchased by the result of her
awakened brain power.
Had she lost
the opportunity, see possibly would
never have known what really wal
hers, and had been het's for many
years.
Thus do we see illustrated in life
the necessity of the association of
woman with womankind; the necessity of their closer contact for mutual
benefit in awakening the women of
. the presf Itt age, and realizing it tbey
move at a Ilingle impul •• f%om all

DON'T FORGET IT!
By this line you secure the

M AX IMUM
-AT

of speed .• safe~,comfort, satisfactIOn,
THE-

MINIMUM

of expen~e, anxiety,
bother, fatigue.
If you are going NORTH or WEST, t:,
sure to take this line.

THROUGH
SERVICE

Both via new Hollow
Rock Route and the
McKenzille Route between Nashville and Memphis, makinlt
connection at Memphis, with all Iiaes to
and from Arkansas, Texas and Southwest.
PU LLM AN Between M.emphis
a~d Nashyille on
PALACE
Night Trams.
BeSL E E PI NG tween Nashville and
CARS
Chattanooga, Knoxville. washington,
Baltimore, Philadelphia· and New Yoi"k. Between Nashville
and Jacksonville,Florida.daily
year 'round
via Chattanooga,
Atlanta, Macon and
Tifton. Excursion Tickets on sale during season.
EXCURSION TICKETS

On sale at reduced rates from all points
on this line and connections to Nashville
and return during the continuance of the
Tennessee Centennial and International
Exposition.
JEj"'For further information, call upon
Ticket Agents or address
W. W. KNOX, Nashville, Tenn.
J. L. EDMONDSON,
So. Pass. Agt., Chattanooga, Tenn.
S. E. HOWELL,
Pass. and Ticket Agent,
Cor. 9th Ilnd Market Sts., Chattanooga,
Tenn.
W. L. DAI\LEY,

('JeR'1 Pass. al\d Tkt. Act-, Nashville
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QUEENSWARE,
1~"~"",Q:.~!!!..~~[",~,,!)i.anJ
I
h

I hat

is ltght, tender and delicious.
Of CJurse he prefers the latter. and
he ltUtuediately 'Pl'onOUnl'6s the bskf'l' of the formel' I~apoor cook"
an,1 the baker of Ihe latter "au unusually
!tood erok."
It is llosslble, ho\<ever, that the woman who makes the poor biscuit
IS" ~o"d cook. but she does not nave KOOO 1Iour.
It is Iikewse p'ssible 'hilt thP womHl1 who makeq the delic aua bi~cuit is not an hun commonly good cook," but sbe UFes good 110\1t',

~

II\(

COOKING

"Roller Champion" Flour
flour. fin ract it IS neepllOnally good flour, as the usands or
the ~onth CAn tes' 'I y. lJRe I'. ann you will btl on" of them.
Y
bl.eUlts wIll hake. venly, and wile" broken op"n will present
~II('II a whitf'l. f'ven-gTsinflld
HppeRraneo and smell so dehciou8 that the
01 d'nf\1 y man'8 mouth wIll water
wile., he ReeR them, bud he wiJl
hardly bp ab]p tu \\ait \til you pass theuutter.
Isn't that the klDd of
i_ Gf )1'0
I'•.o"le '"

I

~ VaJi~y':"UC;t;':'Millmg = Company, 11
~

Sale Manufacturers

~

of "Roller

Champion"

ORAND RAPIDS,
.•...••. +=.

.•. ••..•

Refrigerators

keep/ng Supplles.

.••...•• - •..•. -......••..•.

D. ·R. COPELAND

~

& CO.,

BLUE FLAME
OIL STOVE.

Wholesale Fruits and Produce Merchants,
2013 MORRIS AVENUE AND L. & N. R. R. TRACK,
- --- - ------

BIRMINGHAM,

REMEMBER when you need

-:-

~tO\lE and Tinvv8PE Co.

Swansea,- Helena, -Hiawassee and
Carbon Hill,
Full Weight.
TELEPHONE

J. B. Wadsworth,

FOR EASTER
We Hav.e at Our
Cheap Cash Sto,re

HATS and BONNETS.
1i:ll<:*ll<

In LE'ghorn Hats our assortment is large in variety,
and prices ran~e from ~5c
up to $1.84 f6r best quahty.
~ailors we offer as a leader at 15c; Trimmed Rlliiors
50c,84c,$1 0-1"$1.11and $l.~O.

FLOWERS.
Roses, Violets, etc., worth
20c. at 5c and 8c a bunch.
Silk Roses, worth 25c a
bunch, at llc.

OUR DRESS MAKING PARLORS
will open right after our
Millinery Opening with two
experienced
dress makers
in charge. V\ e make Shirts
to order
at
rersonable
prices.
Also mllnufacture
Custom.maoe Skirts in medium and high-priced gOO?S,
and
guarantee
superIOr
work and fit to those ready
made.
1909 2nd _Ave., Birmingham
Ala.

HOPKINS

ALA

COAL
FOUR BEST COALS.

Come

and See Our

~

-----

J KEEP

and Oeneral House-

Flour,

MICH.

-.•..
~~

STOVES,

'
)
~

~

AND

GASOLINE

~

I'"

I

~

GLASSWARE,

R. F. LEWIS,

lU'g'r,

2012 2nd Ave., Birmingham,

Prompt Delivery.

Ala.

PHONE 188.

636.

YARD:

S. E. Cor. 33d 51. and Morris Ave.
Look for the While House.

Single and Double Round
Loaf Pans, Crusty Pans, Potato Fryers, Egg Poachers,

EASTER - LILLIES.
I have about six hundred
EASTER
JALLIES
~or sale. Call at my greenhouses,
near South
20th Street., aud see the beauti4ul
Bight. Telephone orders to 865.
C. H. REED,
Birmingham,
AI.

and

all

other

convenifnces
keepiog.

for

goud

hou.e-

MOO~B~ ~ndB~~O~ NOVBltg CO.,
2022 20d AVENUE.

TELEPHONE

252.
T-he Largest
ham, Ala.

Mackin
DEALERS

Staple

Toy and Doll House

Building
IN

anb ..

jfanc)2
y. <.Procertes.

LARGKST

1619 N. West St.

VARIETY

O~'

Sailors and
Walking Hats
IN

THE
CITY.
EXCLU:;\IYE
SILK AND COTTON

I;T¥LK~

IN

Shirt Waists.
Line of Fiue l\lIJJLr"~;RY

in the City.

HIRSCH
Dryqoods and ~il1ineryCo.,

L. A. DAVIS & CO. M'SS'SS,m-6Hm8'~At~PfURCHES'
JACKSONI. MISSISSIPPI 39201

Material.

Lime, 'aud, C.ment Pla,ter,
Hair and Lath;
Ivory Cement Plaster, Rickft,ou'S
\\lorlar Colors; SUPERIOR
GRAPH ITE PAINT, uot atlected bv heat, cold, salt air or acids, Wat",·
Proof and }<'ire Proof.
J. F.· BALDW 1;0<,
2217 Morris Avenue.
Birmingham,
Ala.
Phone 62~.

Largest

Cor. 18th Street and Avenue G,

in Birming.

2021 First Ave., Blrmlnzham,

Ala.

THE GOSPEL MESSENGER.
100 Styles

Celebrated

Seven-walled

Glazier Refrigerators.
All Sizes Quadruple Motion Peerless Iceland Freezers,' :\'ater
Ice Picks, Etc. We are your money-savers.
Get our pnces.

dno, W. O'Neil Co. (THE

FAIR>,

Coolers, Gasoline and Oil Stoves, Ply l<'ans and Traps,

Ala.

2020 2nd Ave., 2021-2023 3rd Ave., Birmingham,

-----

ALABAMA

.JI.

NORMAL
FOR

OOLLEGE,

.JI.

JL(()) 'if cemffi],1t1l9

GI:RLS.

The only Normal CollegeIn the State where girls only are received, and where they are boarded
nnder the care of the Principal.

JJ(())§ce]P1bl

Normal, Literary, IlJdustrlal, Music, lind Art Departments. Terms low. Tuition free In Normal
Department. Por further Information address the Principal.

MISS JULIA S. TUTWILLER. Livingston.

Ala.

Hamilton Female College,
LEXINGTON,

JL(())~b9

KY.,

The Busiest Store in Birmingham.

d. B. SKINNER, President.

The next session will open on the second Monday in September.
A catalogue
and copy of the Hamilton College j{onthly will be sent upon application.

s-rA TE

~

NORMAL

Ladies'

COLLEGE,

FLORE-NCE. ALA.
Trains teachers for the Public School FREE o~'TUITION. $100 will defray a year"s
expenses, including board. Graduates are in demand. For a teacher or
further information, apply to
JAMES

K. POWERS,

President.

1rIHfIE

98 Cel1ts.-Black Brilliantine Skirt.
••
$3.48.-Silk
Cape, Lace Trimmed.
$4.48.-Brocade

:KY.

ibm lB3n~y~TI(§§1ll1nlt§.

Manufacturers or High-grade, Pure All-wool Blankets. Sell to Johbers and City Retail Trade
Dil·ect. Write ror prices.
.
SEES THIS!

MRS. ELLA SMITH, Florist.
2108 First

Avenue.

Birmingham,

Ala.

Grand collection of Plants which will be sent to any part of the United
the receipt of ONE DOLLAR:
2 Geraniums,
1 Salvia,
1 Fuchsia,
J A butilon,
1 Verbena,

States upon

25 DIFFERENT
PLANTS, MY SELECEION.
1 Caladium,
1 Alternahthena,
2 Tube Roses,
1 Holyhock,
1 Begonia,
2 Gladiolas,
1 Feverfeu,
1 Fern,
1 Candytuft,
1 Coleus,
1 Dusty Miller,
2 Daisies,
1 Sweet AlYbsum,
2 Pansies,
1 Heliotrope.
Fifteen

Fifty Plants, including

Duck

§IPJ(§~l11tnTI
§ltyTI(§§

c9

WAIT TILL YOUR WIFE

Taffeta Silk Skirt

$1.98.-Ladies'
Tailor-made
Suits.

1Frr ffi],1l1llk n 111l1l W (())(())
n ce1l1l Ml 11nn (C(())
FR.A.N~LIN,

Ready - Made Shirts,
Suits and Capes.

d

to and from all parts of the world Exchange on every city in Europe.

Banking House of
Steiner Brothers,

COLLECTIOK NO.2.
Ever-blooming Roses for ONE DOLLAR.

COLLECTION NO.3.
::lix Roses, for TWO DOLLARS.

Steamship
Tickets

BIRMINOIIAM,

Cash with the order, please.

ALA.

Warren - Brothers,
The Only PAINT HOUSE
in the South,

Cor. Church and College Sts.,

•

•

•

•

•

NASHVILLE,

TENN.

